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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Workers' Compensation (WC) historically was instituted 

to satisfy five specific objectives relating to income 

compensation and safety issues. These are: (1) broad 

coverage, (2) income maintenance, (3) incentives for optimal 

expenditures on safety and accident prevention and health 

procedures, (4) allocate disability costs to injury sources, 

and (5) provide incentives for maximum labor force 

participation (Berkowitz and Burton, 1970). Recently there 

has been a perception that we is not meeting its objectives. 

Forest Roan, an Austin attorney who represents the 
American Insurance Association, ... said 'It should 
be evident to everyone that we is not only in 
serious trouble - it's become a dire emergency . 
... Texas employers complain about insurance 
premiums that are among the highest in the nation. 
But insurance companies have asked ••. for a 34.9% 
increase in rates to cover what they say are 
mounting losses'. (Kunde, 1989) 

These high losses, leading to high rates, are making it 

difficult for businesses to get we coverage. ''WC insurance 

is an essential part of the conduct of any business and when 

it becomes difficult to obtain, business activity suffers'' 

(Ryan, 1989). A business that cannot find coverage at an 

affordable rate must examine other alternatives. 

The relationship between the cost to provide coverage 

and the premium a company could charge for coverage has lost 

its balance. The common factors listed as preventing a 

reasonable balance in the system include: medical costs, 

litigation costs, broad definitions of work-related 

disabilities, and fraud. These factors are affecting the 

availability of we from traditional sources. There are cost 

control measures that an employer can take within the scope 

of we, but even with these measures, system participants are 
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looking for reform. In Texas, we reform has become a 

political issue. 

While Texas businesses watch reform efforts, many are 

taking advantage of an alternative to we: Act Rejection. 

In Texas, New Jersey and South Carolina, we is voluntary. 

An employer can be a subscriber (in other words, provide 

employee protection according to the we statute through 

traditional sources) or can "reject the we Act," called Act 

Rejection, and become a non-subscriber. In this case, the 

employer has no legal obligation to its employees for 

coverage of work-related incidents or illnesses. However, 

the employer loses its right to common law defenses in cases 

involving litigation. 

Act Rejection (AR) is a result of a crisis in we that 

prevents the we system to function as it was historically 

intended. However, if Act Rejection is irresponsibly 

handled, it could cause further crisis. In order for AR to 

be a socially acceptable option, it must provide the 

functions of social insurance for which we was created. In 

order for AR to be chosen by a corporation, it must provide 

a potential financial savings over a traditional we plan. 

In order for any plan to represent potential financial 

savings, it must fulfill the objectives intended in the we 
system or it will collapse into expensive litigation. 

This thesis will discuss the historic rationale for we 
based on the Report of the National Commission on State 

Workmen's Compensation Laws (Burton et al., 1971). There 

are five basic objectives that we is expected to cover: (1) 

broad coverage, (2) income maintenance, (3) incentives for 

optimal expenditures on safety and accident prevention and 

health procedures, (4) allocate disability costs to injury 

sources, and (5) incentives for maximum labor force 

participation. 

It will also review some current overall problems 

causing the we crisis in Texas. It will then review Texas 
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we pre-SB 1 based on the Summary of Research Papers of the 

Joint Select Committee on Workers' Compensation Insurance 

through the State of Texas, SB 1 changes, and look at we 
options available to businesses. There are several options 

in Texas, and until the crisis, the most commonly chosen 

option was to be a we subscriber. Currently, only certain 

government entities can legally self-insure we. Businesses, 

on a limited basis, will be able to legally self-insure 

after January 1, 1993, according to SB 1. 

Act Rejection is an option available in Texas only 

because businesses are not required to subscribe to the we 
statutes. This option was rarely exercised before the Texas 

we crisis because it is extremely risky. The business 

forfeits all common law defenses, and is solely financially 

responsible for court awards in cases of litigation. After 

an overview of the Texas we crisis, the thesis will examine 

AR as an alternative in Texas. 

Finally, the thesis will include a case study of Act 

Rejection as an actual employer's decision based on 

potential financial savings. The case will trace the 

process of choosing AR, tailoring and implementing a 

positive AR plan that satisfies historical objectives of we, 
and then comparing AR to we for the specific AR plan. 

The comparisons will include: actual AR costs versus 

estimated costs of available we plan for that year; change 

in incidents as measured by number and cost of claims; and 

legal involvement under AR as opposed to legal involvement 

under we. 
The thesis is organized in the following fashion. 

Following the introductory chapter, Chapter II is an 

overview of Workers' Compensation based on historical 

reports, current articles, and insurance industry's 

publication. It also discusses the historic rationale for 

we. Chapter III reviews some current overall problems 
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causing a we crisis, then discusses the Texas we crisis, the 

Texas system pre-SB 1, and SB 

Chapter 

an option in 

and includes 

IV looks at what 

Texas. It goes 

the actual case 

summary and conclusion. 

1 changes. 

Act Rejection is and at AR as 

through tailoring an AR plan, 

study. Chapter V provides a 
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CHAPTER II 

OVERVIEW OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION 

This chapter provides an overview of Workers' 

Compensation based on historical reports, current articles, 

and insurance industry's publications. It includes a 

description of the regulatory environment before the 

introduction of Workers' Compensation. It also gives a view 

of the passage of we legislation, and the rights that both 

the employee and employer receive under an we Act: the 

employee has a right to a claim, regardless of fault, and an 

employer has immunity from common law suits for recovery 

called Exclusivity Doctrine (which eliminates such costs as 

pain and suffering). 

The remainder of the chapter lists the historic 

rationale of we legislation, based on Burton et al.'s Report 

of the National Commission on State Workmen's Compensation 

Laws and the Burton and Berkowitz articles. The rationale 

of we was to fulfill several objectives, including: broad 

coverage, protection against interruption of income 

(including medical and rehabilitation care), provision of 

incentives for optimal expenditures on accident prevention, 

allocation of costs to the source of injuries, and provision 

of optimal incentives to return to work. An additional 

objective of an effective system for delivery of benefits 

and services is also discussed. 

Before Workers' Compensation 

Loretta Samanga gives a good picture of the environment 

before Workers' Compensation (WC) in her article, "Worker's 

Compensation: The Exclusivity Doctrine" (1990). A person 

injured on the job could only sue his employer for 

negligence to receive medical and living expenses. However, 

to win his case the employee had to prove: 
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1. that the employer owed the injured worker a duty 

of care, 

2. that the employer breached the duty of care, 

3. that it was the employer's breach of the duty of 

care that was the actual cause of the accident, 

4. that the employer's breach of the duty of care was 

also the proximate cause of the accident. 

In other words, the injured employee must prove that the 

employer did something that reasonable and prudent people 

could have foreseen and would not have done. 

Samanga adds that, even when the employee attempted to 

prove negligence according to the established conditions on 

the employer's part, the employer had contributory 

negligence and assumption of risk to operate as a complete 

bar to recovery. Contributory negligence is if the employee 

was at any fault, no matter how minimal his responsibility 

was. Assumption to risk is voluntary exposure to a known 

risk, in other words, risk which the employee accepted when 

he took that job (Samanga, 1990). 

In that regulatory environment, concern for employee 

safety was not a priority. Injured employees would often 

have to apply for welfare programs while convalescing. The 

tort approach to compensation created high legal costs and 

was not successful in addressing the systematic problems of 

compensation for injured employees (Czech, 1989). 

Eventually, statutes were promulgated to correct the 

inequities of the tort approach. 

Passage of Workers' Compensation 

Workers' Compensation legislation was adopted on the 

state level, rather than the federal, due to a Supreme Court 

interpretation of the interstate commerce clause (Burton et 

al., 1972). Other court rulings that affected the 

composition of we laws include two New York decisions. The 

first, in 1910, would have followed a German compensation 
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plan, but was considered unconstitutional because of the 

German feature of employee contributions. The second, in 

1911, decreed that compulsory coverage was unconstitutional 

because compulsory acceptance of liability without fault was 

taking property without due process of law (Burton et al., 

1972). Pavalko states that the composition of Workers• 

Compensation laws met the long-term interests of business-

automatic settlements were more predictable and less costly 

than court cases. Also, Compensation Commissions were more 

likely to be influenced by business than the courts 

(Pavalko, 1989) • 

Enactment of we laws began in 1909, but not all states 

had them until the late 1940's. The first we law was 

attempted in Montana in 1909, formally replacing adversarial 

court battles with a "no-fault" system. New York followed 

in 1910. By 1911, WC laws had been adopted in 12 states. 

All but four states had enacted we legislation by 1929 

(Pavalko, 1989). 

Pavalko examines the factors that affected the speed 

with which a state adopted a no-fault system. She states 

that "the overall relationship between capital and labor and 

possible threats •.. posed by the work-accident problem" 

strongly influenced the speed of adoption. In states that 

had high productivity, there was a greater incidence of 

work-related incidents. These incidents were at the cost of 

productivity, and the more easily settled at the least cost, 

the less disruptive the incidents were. Another incentive 

to adopt legislation existed when states had a high 

incidence of court cases. States that had a high proportion 

of agricultural workers were less likely to adopt the we 
legislation early (Pavalko, 1989). 

Workers• Compensation statutes were introduced and 

passed (Kiell, 1989) by states according to the states' 

individual environment. New Jersey, South Carolina, and 

Texas are the only states that do not currently have 
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mandatory coverage by statute. In those states, the 

incentive to elect coverage is that the non-subscribing 

employer loses his right to common law defense (Butler and 

Appel, 1990). In the states that the laws mandate coverage, 

it is a "criminal offense for failure" (Samanga, 1990) to 

provide the insurance. 

Employee Rights to a Claim 

The we statutes provided for medical expenses and 

income compensation (indemnity), paid by the employer 

regardless of employer or employee fault, for workers who 

had work-related injuries or diseases. In return for this 

coverage, employees gave up the right to common law suit 

(Borba and Appel, 1987). The statutes ensured prompt care 

(Kiell, 1989) paid for by the employer (Butler and Appel, 

1990). 

Worker's Compensation statutes were items of 
remedial social legislation designed primarily to 
insure that an injured worker be compensated for 
injuries that arose out of and in the course of 
employment, in a timely fashion and free from the 
complexities of a suit at common law. (Samanga, 
1990) 

Exclusivity Doctrine 

The only way for an injured worker to receive benefits 

was through the state's we system. The employer's immunity 

from litigation for negligence in return for provision of 

benefits through the we statutes is known as the Exclusivity 

Doctrine. The employee does not receive all damages 

recoverable under common law (for example, pain and 

suffering) as a trade-off for we statutes ignoring the 

question of employee negligence. The exclusivity doctrine 

was also intended to prevent the employee from taking common 

law action for noncompensable injuries (Samanga, 1990). 

However, the idea of exclusive remedy "has continued to 

erode as terms like 'dual capacity' and 'intentional harm' 
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bring attention to the perennially ignored employers' 

liability portion of the standard we policy" (Pahl, 1990). 

Who Is Covered 

In 1980, 79 million workers had we coverage. By 1986, 

the number had increased to 86 million (Kiell, 1989). In 

1990, we covered 85% of all civilian payrolls at a cost of 

about $30 billion. Of those employees covered, over two 

million families a year will receive we benefits (Butler and 

Appel, 1990) . 

A chart published by the u.s. Chamber of Commerce 

listing each state's we coverage requirements as of January 

1, 1991, allows a comparison of excepted employment 

populations. Although each state has different rules of 

coverage, the predominant populations listed as "exceptions" 

include: domestic and casual employees, harvest and certain 

farm workers (farm workers where the payroll is below a 

minimum threshold dollar value), real estate licensees who 

are commissioned, volunteers, and those employees who are 

eligible for we coverage under a federal program. These 

exceptions seem to apply where the logistics of record 

keeping are prohibitive, like the domestic and casual 

employees or farm workers. Licensed commissioned real 

estate brokers may be considered to be self-employed, so may 

be treated as a proprietor under the statutes. Covering 

employees who are eligible under federal statutes would be 

unnecessary. Many states consider some employee populations 

to be in an "elective" category. Employee populations 

commonly listed in the "elective" category include: 

employers with less than three employees, small 

municipalities, sole proprietorships, and partnerships. 

Small municipalities are often allowed to self-fund, and may 

not be required to provide coverage on populations like a 

volunteer fire department. Those who are listed as elective 
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will lose their common law defenses when they legally 

decline we coverage {U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 1991). 

Sandy Scott, national product manager with Intracorp in 

Philadelphia, estimates that "three percent of your insured 

produce 40% of your costs" {Diblase, 1989). Factors that 

point to a likelihood of using disability benefits includes 

poor physician-patient communication, a physician's negative 

attitude, and poor non-verbal communication. A study on the 

factors predicting medical and disability benefits suggests 

that people who lacked self-responsibility, abused alcohol, 

had a stressful family situation, or poor or unsafe living 

conditions would be the predominant users of we {Fletcher, 

1989) . 

Current Balance in the Workers' 
Compensation System 

When the exclusivity doctrine was implemented, the 

balance of an agreement on benefits and costs for worker's 

injuries was set {Ryan, 1989). The erosion of the 

exclusivity doctrine, and increasing costs have affected the 

efficiency of the system. These high costs, leading to high 

rates, are making it difficult for business to get we 
coverage. Employers have accepted the responsibility of 

protecting workers from work-related injury, and when 

employers have difficulty providing that protection, 

business suffers {Ryan, 1989). 

Objectives of a Workers' 
Compensation System 

Employer protection must fulfill several objectives in 

order to be effective. John F. Burton, a leading authority 

on we issues, headed the National Commission on State we 
Laws, which published its report to the President of the 

United States in 1972. He also authored papers on the 

subject with Monroe Berkowitz. Burton states that the 
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balance of the system must be measured against the 

objectives. The objectives that Burton defined in his paper 

and the objectives of the Commission report are closely 

related, and are still accepted in today's system. 

The objectives for a we program are: 

1. Broad coverage. 

2. Substantial protection against interruption of 

income. This includes provision of medical and 

rehabilitation care. 

3. Incentives for optimal expenditures on accident 

prevention. This includes encouragement of 

safety. 

4. Allocation of costs to the sources of injuries. 

(This is related, but separate from, safety.) 

5. Provide optimal incentives to return to work. 

A sixth objective is set, one which allows the first 

five to be reached: 

6. An effective system for delivery of benefits and 

services. 

Broad Coverage 

The National Commission stipulated that WC protection 

should be provided to as many workers as possible for all 

work-related injuries and diseases. There are several 

reasons for some exclusions: some classes of employees are 

administratively prohibitive to cover; some state laws are 

not compulsory; and some employers fail to meet their legal 

obligations. The remedy to the first exclusion can only go 

as far as requiring that, as far as the worker is covered by 

Social Security, he should also be protected by WC. 

Coverage should be provided from the moment of 

employment when there is an impairment or death caused by an 

injury or disease arising out of and in the course of 

employment. If there are other factors involved in the 

cause of the incident, we should be provided if employment 
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was a significant factor. Notice that disease is 

specifically included in coverage. 

Burton's studies recommend that coverage be compulsory, 

and that it be available through the private insurance, 

self-insurance, and state funds. Federal insurance is not 

recommended because it was never implemented (due to 

original interpretation of the Interstate Commerce Clause), 

and the creation of a federal system does not promise to be 

any better than what is available through already existing 

sources. The only role the federal government should play 

is one of technical assistance. Burton does recommend that 

performance of the insurance source should be reviewed and 

revoked when warranted. 

Substantial Protection Against 
Interruption of Income, Including 
Provision of Medical and Rehabilitation Care 

The primary purpose of income benefits is to replace 

some proportion of wage loss, actual or potential. It 

should be closely tied to loss of income, regardless of the 

beneficiary's needs. Eveline Burns points out that this 

enables application of uniform principles and at the same 

time maintains any desired occupational differentials. 

Burton believes the best measure of cost of the injury to 

the worker and the society is full wage loss. However, full 

remuneration was traded off in return for a partial 

remuneration regardless of employee fault. Also, full 

remuneration would fail to provide any incentive for the 

injured worker to return to the labor force. The intention 

is to protect against losses of the anticipated income 

stream, not against poverty. 

Because we benefits are tax-free, the most comparable 

earnings to apply a ratio to is the worker's after-tax 

earnings. A general suggestion by the National Comission on 

we Laws is that a worker should receive income benefits of 
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80% of after-tax earnings, rather than the traditional two

thirds of gross earnings. A consideration of the difference 

between pre-injury earnings and post-injury earnings should 

be included. This should provide substantial protection of 

earnings, while providing the worker with an incentive to 

rehabilitate and return to work. 

Minimum and maximum levels of compensation are 

traditionally set. Burton points out that the traditional 

maximum, set at two-thirds of the state's average weekly 

wage, creates the anomaly that almost half of all disabled 

workers receive less than two-thirds of their lost pay. It 

virtually converts we into a flat rate system. The 

Commission report recommends a maximum of at least 200% of 

the state's average weekly wage. The recommended 200% 

maximum still does not prevent an increasing gap between the 

ideal wage replacement and actual we income compensation at 

higher levels of income. Although it is difficult to 

justify a maximum, highly paid workers presumably are able 

to provide their own insurance and to make decisions about 

risks. Minimums are justified by considering the low-wage 

worker. If disabled, the low-wage worker may be unable to 

live on the same proportion of lost remuneration that is 

appropriate for most workers. In order to avoid charging 

the cost of the injury to the public by making the worker 

dependent on welfare, a minimum remuneration must be 

provided. 

Some types of remuneration should be specifically 

excluded from we benefits, according to the Commission 

study. Pain and suffering were excluded in the trade-off of 

benefits without litigation. No income benefits should be 

provided for injuries that do not cause a loss of income. 

Consideration of the extent of the injury should be included 

in the remuneration; some states provide relatively generous 

benefits for minor injuries, and less generous benefits for 

serious impairments. Death benefits should be diminished by 
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the amount of Social Security benefits of the deceased 

worker's family. Permanent total benefits should be offset 

by any wages the worker earns after being classified in that 

category. 

The Commission study recommended that benefits not be 

limited in duration or dollar amount for total disability. 

In some states, permanent benefits are limited to a given 

number of years. On benefits other than death, we benefits 

should not be diminished by Social Security. In fact, WC 

should be the primary source of benefits when coordinated 

with other public and private insurance programs. 

Various income benefit protections within the WC system 

were suggested in the study. A second injury fund should 

protect the worker in case of a second injury that, when 

taken in tandem with the first injury, is more serious than 

the sum of the first and second injury separately. It would 

provide the difference in value of the double injury and the 

two separate injuries. (For example, the loss of one eye is 

less than half as debilitating as the loss of both eyes.) 

Another suggested protection is a fund to provide benefits 

in case the carrier or employer becomes insolvent or fails 

to comply with the law. Also, a fund to provide increases 

in benefits that have devalued due to inflation should be 

created. 

Medical and Rehabilitation Benefits 

Providing medical care by cash payments or services is, 

in a sense, one means of maintaining the worker's income 

during his period of disability. According to Burton, 

proper medical care and rehabilitation has three components. 

First, quality medical care must be provided. Second, 

longer term requirements such as physical rehabilitation 

must be provided. Last, the worker must be returned to 

productive employment, which may be accomplished through 

vocational rehabilitation. 
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Most employees with work-related impairments need only 

medical benefits, and they should be provided with no 

statutory limits of time or dollar imposed on these 

benefits. However, it is within the right of the state to 

limit medical care benefits based on the merits of a 

particular case. The employee should be permitted to choose 

the initial physician from all licensed physicians or from a 

panel of approved physicians. When a change in physicians 

is necessary, the we agency needs to be able to suggest or 

even require such a change. 

The national study reiterated that physical 

rehabilitation to restore earning capabilities should be 

provided. If a worker hesitates to restore his capabilities 

because it would diminish benefits as earning capacity 

improves, a potential control would be to make a worker 

entirely ineligible for cash benefits unless he accepts the 

restoration services offered. Rehabilitation benefits 

should be provided to the point that they increase the 

worker's earning capacity, rather than to the optimal 

potential physical ability. The net impact of 

rehabilitation must be to reduce the total cost of 

industrial accidents by returning the worker to his earning 

capacity. Rehabilitation is often neglected in the state's 

programs. 

Restoration to continuing productive employment can be 

achieved through vocational rehabilitation, according to the 

study. This includes counseling guidance or job retraining. 

The employer should absorb the costs of vocational 

rehabilitation, but a worker who refuses it should be 

subject to denial of other benefits. 
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Incentives for Optimal Expenditures 
on Accident Prevention. Encouragement 
of Safety, and Allocation of Costs to 
the Sources of Injuries 

Optimal expenditures on accident prevention requires a 

system which encourages employers to introduce safety 

devices and methods and which stimulates employees to 

observe safe methods of work. Encouragement of safety works 

in at least two ways: provision of preventative services 

including safety engineering and monetary incentives to 

employers to improve their safety records. Firms invest in 

safety devices and programs until the last dollar spent on 

safety reduces the accident premium portion of wages or 

insurance by a dollar. 

Safety engineering methods are already extensively 

used. Engineers have tended to emphasize environmental 

factors in accidents on the principle that proper design and 

construction can make occupational activities almost 

foolproof. Inexperience aside, the situation is accident 

prone more than the employee, but research on human factors 

and motivation will also contribute to injury prevention. 

Insurance carriers, state-operated we funds and self

insurers should all be required to provide loss prevention 

services of engineering, enforcement and education. 

Monetary incentives are provided by relating the 

employer's costs to the benefits paid to his employees. The 

primary contribution to safety through monetary incentives 

in we is through the rate making process. Rates are 

established according to industry, with each rate reflecting 

the relative safety of its industry. The rates are related 

directly to the employer through experience rating. 

Employers with sufficiently large premiums can have their 

costs diminished according to their individual safety 

record. Smaller firms are not eligible for experience 

rating, but will pay higher premiums when their individual 

record is less safe than the industry to which they are 
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assigned. As John Burton et al. stated in The Report of the 

National Commission on State Workmen's Compensation Laws in 

1972, and as confirmed in the Summary Research Papers of the 

Joint Select Committee on Workers' Compensation Insurance in 

Texas in 1988, it is difficult to demonstrate statistically 

that we rates affect safety records. (See the section 

entitled "Occupational Health and Safety in Texas.") 

There is a lack of evidence that experience rating 

actually affects accident rates. There are several reasons 

according to Burton and Berkowitz: 

1. If experience rating credits are small, the 

potential savings from accident reductions are 

limited. 

2. The costs of establishing a safety program may be 

higher than the experience rating credit. 

3. Many employers are too small for experience 

rating. 

4. Premiums may not provide a true reflection of the 

economic loss involved. 

5. Experience rating is based on benefits paid, not 

on safety record. An employer may fight claims 

rather than take safety measures. 

6. The portion of premiums allocated by the carrier 

to safety may be an insignificant amount of money 

if the premium is small. 

The objective is met when the marginal expenditure on 

safety is equal to the marginal reduction in economic loss. 

Burton states that this cannot be solely accomplished 

through we, because we awards generally understate the 

economic loss. Other than we, there are strong indirect 

incentives for employers to reduce accidents: temporary 

shutdowns due to an accident, or inexpert employees 

substituting for a highly-trained, more efficient employee. 
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Allocating Costs of Disability 

Berkowitz and Burton assert that an industry's costs 

and prices ought to reflect the cost of accidents so that 

consumers' choices among products provide the best 

allocation of resources. Programs which pursue the 

objective of allocating the cost of the disabilities to the 

sources of the injuries are also likely to be designed to 

provide incentives for optimal expenditures on safety. 

However, according to Burton, it is possible to create a 

system that serves one objective and not the other. For 

example, a system that charges a flat rate for we (which 

fails to allocate the cost of disability) while requiring 

through legislation that employers install protective 

devices (or invest in safety). we systems use experience 

rating to allocate costs to the firm and rate making to 

allocate costs of disability to the industry, so it serves 

both purpses. At a minimum, experience rating informs 

unaware employers of some of the costs of disability. 

Provide Optimal Incentives to 
Return to Work 

Burton demonstrates that insurance scheme which is 

carelessly designed to meet the first objective of income 

replacement, but may provide an inadequate stimulus to 

employees to avoid accidents or to rehabilitate themselves 

if they are injured. Labor force participation can be 

achieved only after medical care and rehabilitation services 

have been provided. There are several built-in incentives 

to return to work in the we system. For example, a worker 

will only receive a portion of his income in benefits. Few 

states have gone so far as to deny benefits to penalize 

those who refuse to be returned to productive work, but it 

is a potential incentive. 
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An Effective System for Delivery 
of Benefits and Services 

An effective delivery system is a means to an end, not 

an end in itself. There should be personnel and services of 

sufficient number and quality to serve the we program's 

objectives, funded by an assessment on insurance premiums or 

benefits paid plus an equivalent assessment against self 

insurers. 

The Commission Report advocates a strong leadership 

with authority commensurate to the responsibility, empowered 

to supervise all employees except the appeals board. An 

appeals board should be selected by the governor subject to 

confirmation by the legislature. An advisory committee 

should be created to expose the administrator to a broad 

range of experience and give him a base of support in 

necessary legislative changes. The agency should be fully 

staffed by full-time, civil service employees. 

There should be several units within the agency: 

1. An informational unit - to advise system 

participants of their rights and obligations under 

the law. 

2. A medical rehabilitation unit - to supervise 

medical care and rehabilitation services. This 

unit should be staffed with qualified health care 

professionals so that they can supervise medical 

care. 

3. A disability evaluation unit -to assist in 

determining the extent of injury or disease and 

the degree of disability. Their decisions should 

be accepted as conclusions of fact and should be 

reviewed by court only under normal appellate 

determinations. 

4. A disputes unit - to take an active role in 

protecting the rights of workers and resolve 

disputes. This unit should minimize litigation, 
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unless there is a legal issue to be settled. The 

decisions made in the disputes unit can be 

appealed to the appeals board. 

5. A statistical analysis unit - to collect and 

interpret data. The data should be standard, and 

mesh with OSHA forms so that information exchange 

among federal and state agencies would be 

possible. 

6. A self-audit unit - to monitor the agency's 

performance and suggest amendments to the law to 

meet changing needs of the program. 

All these objectives must be met for the system to be 

adequate, and the system must be the least expensive way to 

cover the objectives in order for the system to be 

efficient. 
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CHAPTER III 

CRISIS IN WORKERS' COMPENSATION 

Workers• Compensation Costs 

we costs are commonly pinpointed as a reason that the 

we system is out of balance. The average cost of a Texas we 
claim was $6,800 in 1985, and was $13,300 by 1989, according 

to National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI) data 

(Fletcher, 1989). This covers medical and income 

compensation and other types of lump-sum monetary payments, 

including funeral benefits (Kiell, 1989). Other benefits 

provided for by insurers include rehabilitation, claims 

administration services to investigate claims, and benefits 

delivery through a national network of local and regional 

offices (Czech, 1989). Operating costs, including 

administrative costs, taxes and brokers• commissions, reduce 

we funds available for benefits (Kiell, 1989). However, 

these services and benefits are not commonly singled out as 

the driving forces behind rising costs. 

Medical costs, litigation, and broad definitions of 

work-related disability (Kiell, 1989) are the three factors 

most frequently mentioned as culprits of the cost problems. 

Medical costs are increasing for several reasons, including 

an aging workforce and the concept that "more care is better 

care" (Diblase, 1989). More workers consider we as an 

entitlement (Ferling, 1990), and there are more workers in a 

full employment economy (Bader and Cotrone, 1990). 

Workers in 1988 spent more time out of work or 
doing limited work because of injury or illness 
than in any year since 1972, the first year the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics started gathering the 
data in its current form. (Thompson, 1990) 

From 1980 to 1987, claim costs increased 136% for 

indemnity benefits and 160% for medical benefits (Czech, 

1989). In 1986, we funds paid out were over $25 billion-

almost $16.5 bilion for income benefits and almost $8.6 
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billion for medical costs (Kiell, 1989). Medical and 

indemnity costs increased 11.1% from 1987 to 1988 (Morrison 

and Bennett, 1990). The increases in benefits listed are 

for indemnity and medical benefits, and do not include 

operating costs (administrative, attorney fees, commissions, 

etc.) (Kiell, 1989). such increasing costs necessarily 

affect the rates insurance companies must charge for we 
coverage. 

How Rates Are Set 

The National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI), 

a rate-making service (Chelius and Smith, 1987}, supplies 

data to state we boards for use in design and promulgation 

of we rates. Manual rates (the basic rate) are calculated 

according to expected losses in insurance classes by 

industry (Chelius and Smith, 1987). Standard rates per $100 

of payroll are developed, then adjusted by insurance 

companies according to an experience modification factor 

(Bader and Cotrone, 1990). 

Experience Rating 

"Experience rating rests on the assumption that the 

insurance industry can distinguish relatively safe from 

relatively dangerous firms" (Chelius and Smith, 1987). 

Chelius and Smith explain rating, saying that it is based on 

the difference between the losses predicted in the manual 

rate and the losses that have historically occurred. Yet, 

the calculation is accurate only when the firm is large 

enough that losses vary with riskiness of the firm, not 

randomly. Experience rating generally is applied to firms 

with premiums above $2,500 a year. This indicates a firm 

which has an expected loss of more than $830,000 over three 

year. Chelius and Smith state that if experience rating is 

perfect, the firm should pay for its own injury costs over 

time, and no more (Chelius and Smith, 1987). Even if it is 
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not perfect, improved loss experience should, according to 

Kniesner and Leeth, improve the firm's experience modified 

rates (Kniesner and Leeth, 1989). 

A new experience rating formula is being adopted, one 

which regulators consider to be more equitable to all 

employers. According to the article, "Solutions Still 

Needed," in Business Insurance, regulators believe that 

large employers had been receiving too much credit for good 

experience, and small employers had been protected from the 

effects of high losses (Business Insurance, 1990). Overall, 

the National Commission on State Workers• Compensation laws 

recommended a rate emphasis on the individual firm's losses 

to give monetary incentives for safety (Kniesner and Leeth, 

1989) 0 

Costs of Coverage 

Even with the new experience rating emphasis, 

businesses are bearing increasing costs for coverage and 

coverage extension to new areas (Stern, 1989). 

Participants, in general, believe that costs of the system 

are too high, not that benefits the worker receives through 

the we system are too high (Fletcher, 1989). Those 

ineligible for self insurance are concerned with premiums, 

but even self insurers pay the costs of underlying problems 

(unnecessary hearings, etc.) (Fletcher, 1990). Some 

authorities believe that fully developed rates will give way 

to more creative, responsive rates (Ferling, 1990). 

Double digit increases in WC insurance rates 
nationwide are rallying employers, legislators and 
others to demand changes in the way the coverage 
is written. While some we reform proposals are 
meant to eliminate so called abuses in the we 
system - like the explosion in we litigation - and 
improve administrative functions, several are 
aimed directly at WC insurers. (Fletcher, 1989) 

According to William Bolton in "WC: A Disabled System," 

"Employers alone cannot possibly pay these increased costs." 
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Employers Pay 

Employers, including state and federal governments, 

spent about $45 billion on state programs in 1989, which is 

almost double the expenditure 10 years before (Thompson, 

1990). In 1987, in the commercial market alone, employers 

paid $25.5 billion in premiums, and $28.5 billion in 1988. 

The difference of 12.1% is not unusual. From 1985 forward, 

there were double digit increases. Since 1983, the overall 

increase is 85% (Stern, 1989). National average we premiums 

are expected to 

absorb 3-5% of payroll in the next five years. 
But national averages mask the problem faced by 
thousands of companies involved in potentially 
hazardous lines of work. Rates for these 
companies already run in excess of 10% of payroll. 
Many pay much more. (Thompson, 1990) 

Dr. John Burton, professor at the New York State School of 

Industrial and Labor Relations, when commenting on the 

increase in benefit payments as a percentage of payroll, 

calls we "'the most rapidly increasing social insurance 

program' in the country" (Ferling, 1990). 

Another problem compounding escalating premiums is that 

fees are levied on state assigned risk plans by commercial 

insurers. The fees can be substantial, and can be 

considered an inefficiency (Kertesz, 1990). This is one 

example of the differences in premiums among the states. 

State to state differences are usually attributed to the 

degree of efficiency in administrative systems rather than 

benefits (Thompson, 1990). 

With such an escalation on premium costs, employers 

have no other recourse than increasing prices or taking cost 

cutting measures in their operations (Kiell, 1989). ''The 

National Safety Council has estimated that, in 1987, each 

worker in America had to produce $380 in goods or services 

to offset the cost of work injuries" (Kiell, 1989). 
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Rising Costs versus Rising Premiums 

Although premiums are increasing rapidly, the rates 

still do not cover the increasing system costs (Morrison and 

Bennett, 1990). According to AIA President Robert Vagley, 

costs have been higher than rates for the past 17 years 

(Fletcher, 1990). This rate inadequacy is viewed by many to 

be one of the industry's most pressing problems (Ferling, 

1990), and the problem is compounded by the risk pool 

(Schachner, 1990). 

Underwriting losses have been measured in the billions 

per year in the 1980's. The losses in 1985 were greater 

than total 1976-1983 losses by $4.9 billion (Stern, 1989). 

Loss ratios, or the ratio between premiums and losses, are 

continually increasing. Some writers (insurers) are 

reporting loss ratios above 100 (Stern, 1989). 

When NCCI tries to increase premiums to cover the 

rising costs, regulators must compromise between the cost 

numbers and the political considerations of rate increase 

(Fletcher, 1989). NCCI reports that in 1989, requested 

rates were decreased by 50% when awarded by state boards. 

In 1990, the decrease was 35% (Schachner, 1990). 

Rate increases of 30% are not unusual (Larkin, 1990). 

Texas benefits are considered to be lower than 46 other 

states, and even with increasing rates and low benefits, 

Texas insurers had a loss ratio of 125 (Thompson, 1990). 

The increasing rates are not due to a difference in average 

taxes on premiums in Texas--the average tax rate on premiums 

in Texas is similar to that of other states. This situation 

led to an insurer loss of $580 million in 1988 (Thompson, 

1990). The percentage of average increase in Texas we 
rates, according to the State Board of Insurance, is: 

"1985--8.6%, 1986--30.9%, 1987--17.7%, 1988--25%, 1989--

18.7%, 1990--22%" (Thompson, 1990). 
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Sources of Workers' Compensation Insurance 

Private Companies. Private and self insurers supply 

about 70% of we coverage throughout the states (Czech, 

1989). The private market is made up of insurance companies 

privately or publicly held. 

Private insurers traditionally provide expertise 

through agents and brokers. An advantage is that the 

insurers must compete for available business through service 

and cost control (Czech, 1989). Services may include such 

things as loss control, claims and rehabilitation services 

and safety engineering ("Troubled States in Search of a 

Solution," Business Insurance, 1990). Price competition is 

only within ranges according to state regulation on rates, 

reserves, and solvency (Czech, 1989). 

Sources of Private WC Insurance in Texas. Texas' 

largest we writer quit providing we coverage because of the 

large assigned risk pool charges, and inadequate rates 

(Kunde, 1989). In 1988, it had a $23.3 million operating 

loss and a drop in surplus from $36.1 million to $7.7 

million. It wrote more than 7% of Texas' we premium volume 

before it stopped writing policies (Bradford, 1990). A 

competitor believes that most of Texas Employers Insurance 

Association's (TEIA) business wil end up in the residual 

market (Kunde, 1989). 

When TEIA pulled out of the market, Liberty Mutual 

Insurance Co. (second largest writer in Texas) considered 

reducing its business. Without TEIA, its market share will 

increase unless they cut back, and its residual pool 

assessments would increase proportionally (Kunde, 1989). A 

spokesman for EBI. Cos. of Hartford, Connecticut, commented 

that EBI would have to decrease its market share as well to 

avoid the assessments (Kunde, 1989). A spokesman for 

American International Group stated that the pullout will 

continue until balance in the system is restored (Fletcher, 

1989) . 
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State Funds. State funds were created in response to 

constitutional questions of authority {Czech, 1989). State 

funds can be competitive {employers have a choice of 

purchasing private insurance even though the fund is 

available) or can be monopolistic {employers must use the 

state fund to cover their we needs). Thirteen states have 

funds that compete with private insurers, and six have 

monopolistic funds. In the competitive states, private 

companies write the majority of coverage {"Troubled States 

in Search of a Solution,'' Business Insurance, 1990). Hawaii 

has authorized a competitive state fund, but it is not yet 

fully operational {Czech, 1989). 

Proponents of state funds list advantages including 

assured coverage and non-profit status. However, not all of 

the reports on state funds agree that they are advantageous. 

State funds have high start-up funds, fewer services and 

incentives, and are likely to be politicized {Czech, 1989). 

State funds seem to have a poor record, with most of 

them operating at a loss, and some having more liabilities 

than assets {"Troubled States in Search of a Solution," 

Business Insurance, 1990). In addition, state funds do not 

have to comply with state regulations on reporting, audit, 

and unfair claims practices. When Oregon, New York and 

Pennsylvania did have reserves, the political nature of the 

fund made it possible for those reserves to be removed for 

other state use {Czech, 1989). 

Residual Market. A residual market, or an assigned 

risk pool, is the market of last resort for employers unable 

to gain coverage in the voluntary market. The pool is 

established by state statute, and the coverage through the 

pool is provided by private insurers, but at rates higher 

than in the voluntary market {Thompson, 1990). The pool was 

created because private insurers may turn down customers, 

but in most states every employer must have we coverage. 
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There had to be a final source of coverage (ehelius and 

Smith, 1987). 

The residual market affects the voluntary market 

through an assessment mechanism. When assigned risk pool 

premiums do not cover the losses incurred among risk pool 

population, the difference is assessed to private carriers 

in proportion to the amount of the market each carrier 

services. The carriers then pass that cost on to high risk 

employers (Kertesz, 1990). In a survey of the employers 

that the assessment is passed to, many respondents did not 

know what portion of their we costs were attributable to 

residual market assessments (Wojcik, 1990), but increases of 

25-30% would not be unusual (Pahl, 1990). The nationwide 

average subsidy is 12.3% (Morrison and Bennett, 1990). In 

1988, the residual market operated at about a $1.6 billion 

loss (Stern, 1989). 

Because these assessments are only levied on companies 

that provide we coverage to employers, they act as a big 

disincentive to participate in the we market. In 1990, the 

loss ratio for voluntary and pool coverage combined is 

expected to be about 119%, so many insurers no longer 

participate in the pool (Kertesz, 1990). As the carriers 

withdraw from the market, if their market share is not 

picked up by another carrier, that business dropped will 

also go to the residual market. This reaction created a 

growth of about 15% in the pool from 1984 to 1988 (Fletcher, 

1990) . 

There is a definite connection between rate inadequacy 

and a growing residual market. The shift has caused a 

burden of almost $4.5 billion in operating losses for the 

voluntary market since 1984 (Ferling, 1989). The question 

is whether the pool is serving as a market of last resort. 

Premium accounts over $50,000 should not be in the 

pool, but 41% of residual market premium comes from those 

accounts (Morrison and Bennett, 1990). Typically, the only 
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companies who should be in the pool are ones who have bad 

loss experience or who are small companies (Kunde, 1989). 

Small employers in the pool with good experience pay roughly 

the same rates they would have in the voluntary market if a 

company had been willing to write such a small account. Bad 

experience, however, can lead to a surcharge of up to 50%. 

Since 1985, assigned risk pool rates increased over 100% 

(Greenwald, 1989). 

In Texas, 10 pool insurers account for 44% of the total 

we business in the state, including their pool writings. 

The pool accounts for about 20% of the total Texas market. 

This rate reflects many considerations, including that self 

insurance is not allowed. Also, high unemployment in Texas 

had led to increased claims on employers (Greenwald, 1989). 

The residual market has become a problem that can only 

be solved through reform (Kertesz, 1990). One of the NCCI's 

suggested solutions is to tighten eligibility to make the 

pool more self-supporting (Morrison and Bennett, 1990). The 

Texas pool is trying to take business out of the pool by 

giving breaks on assessments for insurers who accept 

residual market employers through the voluntary market 

(Greenwald, 1989). As suggested in Best's Review of 

Property Casualty Insurance Edition, by "establishing 

realistic pricing differentials, we can reach the goal of 

developing more equity and lessening the number of assigned 

risks" (Ryan, 1988). 

Self Insurance. Self insurance is where an employer, 

large enough to be eligible according to state laws, funds 

his own we liabilities, and secures them with a bond or 

letter of credit in case of insolvencies. With the crisis 

in we, system participants are being encouraged to self 

insure where it is reasonable (Pahl, 1990). It has cash 

flow savings at the beginning of the period, and it saves 

the profit portion that normaly goes to insurers and brokers 
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(Bader and Cotrone, 1990). Also, self insurers avoid 

assessments and some taxes (Pahl, 1990). 

Self insurance is a long-term commitment because of its 

costs and considerations (Kertesz, 1990). It must 

incorporate loss control (Locke, 1990) and deal with the 

rising costs also affecting the we system, like increasing 

medical costs (Fletcher, 1989). A huge benefit of self 

insurance is that it forces management to give the program 

high priority (Pahl, 1990). 

Self insuring usually requires a financial guarantee 

(Bader and Cotrone, 1990). The guarantee may be in the form 

of a surety bond or a letter of credit (LOC) (Fletcher, 

1990), depending on state requirements. LOC's cost less 

than surety bonds, particularly if the company has to 

purchase a LOC to get a bond. About one-third of the states 

accept LOC's (Fletcher, 1990). 

States that do not accept LOC's believe that the 

instrument could be used to cover other liabilities in case 

of bankruptcy. However, since 1985 "bankruptcy courts have 

become sophisticated enough to recognize that those letters 

are independent security that are payable to the state" 

(Fletcher, 1990). 

Texas employers have been working for the right to self 

insure since 1979 (Diblase, 1989). Legislation passed in 

1989 in Texas (SB 1) allows employers to self insure their 

WC risks beginning in 1993 (Fletcher, 1989). 

creation of a Federal System. Often, when the we 
systems do not seem to be operating efficiently, the concept 

of a federal we system is reintroduced. In the past, the 

very suggestion of a federal system has been enough to 

initiate private and state reform. Currently, most agree 

that a federal system is not the answer in reform, even 

though reform is needed. There is no suggestion that a 

federal system would be any more efficient or less subject 

to politics (Wojcik, 1990). 
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Besides the doubt that the federal system would operate 

administratively any more efficiently than what is in place 

now, federal benefits would cause other problems. 

The national benefit level would have to be the 
highest (state) benefits level ... because a federal 
system would in effect penalize some workers if it 
paid benefits below what they received at the time 
of federalization. (Bradford, 1990) 

States prefer to control the system (Bradford, 1990). 

Federalization would cause a loss of political power (Butler 

and Appel, 1990). In a test model by Richard Butler and 

David Appel, 

the threat of federalization of state laws was 
apparently sufficient to cause a 20% jump in the 
probability of a (maximum) benefit increase in 
1972 when the (national] report was issued 
(recommending federalization], and a 2 percent 
increase in the probability of an increase [in 
benefits] annually since then. And as more states 
enacted such increases, their neighbors followed 
suit. (Butler and Appel, 1990) 

Medical and Legal Cost Concerns 
of Workers' Compensation 

Quality Health Care Concerns 

Escalating health care costs are usually listed as a 

major problem in providing efficient we coverage. However, 

control must be based in quality care in addition to 

financial savings. The concept of quality care involves 

implementing prompt access to high quality treatment at a 

reasonable price. Insurance spokesmen have recommended a 

focus on efficient care for better results and long-term 

savings (Fletcher, 1990). 

Medical Costs 

There is agreement that health care inflation is a 

significant cause of we cost increases that work against the 

viability of the system (Ferling, 1989). The trend of 
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increasing costs is expected to continue at an increased 

pace (Fletcher, 1989). 

"Nationwide, on an average in 1986, income compensation 

outweighted medical payouts almost $2 to $1. This is a 

closing gap. Just seven years before, the ratio was $2.42 

to $1" (Kiell, 1989). Between 1980 and 1988, medical 

expenses more than doubled. Medical cost inflation is 

growing more rapidly than overall inflation, and certainly 

is increasing above wage inflation. In 1988, medical costs 

rose by over 11% (Fletcher, 1989). This increase is not 

easily slowed for the we system because of the guidelines of 

medical benefits in most states' we statutes. Most 

participants think that legislative reform by itself will 

not control medical prices (Ferling, 1990). 

One reason that medical costs have increased so 

dramatically is the aging of the workforce, which leads to 

fewer but more severe incidents. Other characteristics 

found in individuals will predict high medical benefits 

costs include: "poor work behavior, negative physician 

attitude with poor communication, poor travel conditions 

with the worker at a distance from services, severe pain and 

poor pain management" (Fletcher, 1989). Although costs have 

increased dramatically, and characteristics predicting the 

use of medical benefits have been identified, injured 

workers do not have better health results (Fletcher, 1989). 

Physician Incentives to Create Workers' 
Compensation Medical Costs 

Doctors know that most states require we insurers to 

pay medical bills at face value, rather than on fee 

schedules like most other services. Also, because there is 

no deductible or coinsurance for the employee to pay, 

doctors may provide any service as many times as possible 

without protest from the patient (Pahl, 1990). There is a 

perception that we is used to subsidize other services due 
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to the lack of control in we medical expenditures (Fletcher, 

1990). Studies reveal that one-third of we medical costs 

are unnecessary (Fletcher, 1990). When examined, though, it 

turns out that it is a small number of doctors creating a 

large portion of unnecessary charges (Bradford, 1989). 

Barry M. Manuel, M.D., president of the Massachusetts 

Medical Society, warned that a failure to cover physicians' 

usual charges 

'resulted in a shortage of people to treat camp 
cases,' (causing] higher overall we costs because 
insurers must pay additional income replacement 
benefits when workers who can't get adequate 
treatment aren't able to return to work. (Larkin, 
1990) 

Non Fraudulent Unnecessary Medical 
Expenditures 

Not all doctors who create unnecessary health care 

expenditures are intentionallay fraudulent. Many physicians 

lack the knowledge or authority to contain costs (Fletcher, 

1990). In addition, nonmedical factors like patient demands 

or a lack of a light duty program prevent cost containment 

on the doctor's part (Fletcher, 1990). 

To prevent these unnecessary health care expenditures, 

employers should use physicians familiar with the employer's 

facilities, and should ask about the worker's abilities 

rather than disabilities (Fletcher, 1990). That way, 

physicians will be able to confidently approve a worker for 

light duty (Locke, 1990). Also, a malingering employee will 

not be able to deceive a doctor about his job 

responsibilities (Bradford, 1990). 

Another aspect of medical costs is the legal system. 

To avoid malpractice, the physician must practice defensive 

medicine (Schachner, 1990), especially when a client is 

already claiming work-related disability. This aspect will 

only be eliminated when it is "safer for doctors to agree to 
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send healthy people back to work without the fear of legal 

action down the road" (Wojcik, 1990). 

Mental Stress, Occupational Diseases. 
and Cardiovascular Conditions 

Mental stress is now accepted under certain rules as 

being compensable under the we system. Work-related 

diseases are being redefined and expanded as well (Kiell, 

1989). An example of a "new" occupational disease is 

cardiovascular conditions (Stern, 1989) and stress claims 

(Fletcher, 1989). In addition to the expanded acceptance of 

such claims, many time limits for claims have been 

eliminated "so that claims for stress brought on by fear of 

contracting cancer or other diseases in the future now are 

becoming more common" (Bolton, 1990). 

Tortization 

The erosion of the exclusivity doctrine means that 

contract law principles no longer apply, and tort law is 

being incorporated. The process originally started in 

product liability and its philosophy spread to WC (Ferling, 

1989). The spread has caused exceptions and interpretation. 

Tort actions in we are accepted as an indicator of weakness 

in the system (Ryan, 1989). 

Attorney Involvement 

Increased attorney involvement and litigation are 

considered to be friction in the system (Ryan, 1989). 

Lawyers are involved in more than half of the cases 

(Thompson, 1990). Employers usually will not challenge a 

claim, according to various participants. The problem 

leading to litigation is that attorneys are now incorporated 

into the system (Fletcher, 1989). 

Plaintiff attorneys have discouraged legislative 

efforts at reducing litigation (Fletcher, 1990). Attorneys 
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obviously have an interest in minimizing reform of the 

system (Ferling, 1990). Attorneys are often in the unique 

position of being the legislators voting on reform of we, 
and returning to practices that benefit from we plaintiffs 

(Kiell, 1989). 

we costs increase with attorney involvement (Bradford, 

1990). This cost escalation is the result of injured 

employees knowing that if lawyers and medical experts enter 

into the dispute, the settlement will be more than the 

scheduled benefit (Kertesz, 1990). 

Legal Fees 

Attorneys usually charge a percent of the recovery. 

Normally, the worker pays the fees from the award, and in 

the interim the attorney advances the costs of litigation 

(Cohen, 1989). In California, fees were 43% of the payment 

in 1984. Those fees were equally likely to be paid by the 

claimant, the employer or the carrier (Borba and Appel, 

1987). The usual case, where the award is reduced for 

attorney fees, may diminish the amount the worker eventually 

gets (Fletcher, 1989). In some cases, if the carrier bears 

the legal costs (Cohen, 1989), the fee will be passed back 

through premiums. 

The increased costs that attorney fees represent are 

especialy objectionable because they are of no benefit to an 

injured worker (Kiell, 1989). The result is that workers 

get a smaller percentage of premium dollars (Fletcher, 

1989) . 

System participants who spent over a billion dollars in 

1988 on these friction costs are making a reduction in 

litigation a priority (Fletcher, 1989). Some reform efforts 

include limiting attorney fees to an hourly wage, and 

requiring that plaintiffs pay the fees, regardless of 

whether there is an award (Bradford, 1990). AIA recommends 
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review and approval of reasonable legal fees (Fletcher, 

1990). 

Who Involves an Attorney 

People who have a means of support outside of work are 

more likely to hire an attorney. The alternate income would 

reduce the price of not working (Borba and Appel, 1987). A 

study by Borba and Appel "suggest that educational level, 

union membership, the seriousness of the injury, are 

positively related to the propensity to hire an attorney" 

(Borba and Appel, 1987). Injured workers satisfied with the 

employer's and insurer's handling of the claim are less 

likely than other workers to hire an attorney. The 

propensity to hire an attorney is inversely related to the 

age of the worker and the pre-injury wage level. Under the 

most likely sets of circumstances, the probability that an 

attorney will be hired is greater than 50% (Borba and Appel, 

1987) . 

Indemnity Costs Most Likelv 
to be Disputed 

Almost none of the medical only claims are disputed, 

and about 9% of the indemnity claims are disputed (Fletcher, 

1989). The most litigated question is in non-scheduled 

permanent partial cases, where the extent of disability and 

wage earning capacity loss is considered (Fletcher, 1989). 

Indemnity benefits, even when they involve loss of wage 

earning capacity in non-scheduled permanent partial cases, 

are subject to litigation because of their level as compared 

with non-we compensation. 

Indemnity benefits may cause concern if the replacement 

level is low. Another concern is if the maximum number of 

weeks for benefits is too short (Morrison and Bennett, 

1990). 
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Third Party Litigation 

WC subrogation is where the insurance carrier sues to 

recover losses from a third party who is legally responsible 

for the worker's injuries. Workers also may sue those other 

than their employers that are partially responsible for 

their injury. Usually these suits are against defective 

machines' manufacturers or negligent physicians (Cohen, 

1989}. The third party charged with negligence is not bound 

by the no fault concept of the exclusivity doctrine. The 

common law defenses may be used (Samanga, 1990}. 

In some states, the third party can sue the employer 

for a degree of negligence in the amount that the employer 

would owe under we (Samanga, 1990}. 

Workers' Compensation Fund 

Fraud has become an issue of the current system. Many 

participants consider the most serious problem with fraud to 

be such offenses as malingering, rather than the overt 

misrepresentation of the initial injury. In Florida it has 

been estimated that only 5% of initial claims are 

fraudulent. However, when malingering is considered, 50% of 

open claims become fraudulent. Some estimations of this 

type of fraud are as high as 80% (Bradford, 1990}. 

Malingering has an additional ill effect other than 

increased costs. The longer an employee is away from work, 

the less likely it is that he will return to his job. 

Cost Containment 

Cost Management 

Employers should choose the allocation of resources 

that maximizes expected profit. This means that an employer 

will only spend as much on safety as the program will save 

him in losses (Kniesner and Leeth, 1989}. Safety programs 

do generally increase operating costs, but if effective, 
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will lower overall costs (Kiell, 1989). Cost management 

involves several steps. 

The first step is to hire a risk manager and give him 

real authority over safety and claims. The current emphasis 

is less on risk financing and more on risk (and loss) 

control (Pahl, 1989). This emphasis is most efficiently 

administered through a risk manager. 

Care must be taken to provide a safe working 

environment. There is not much information on the effect 

safety expenditures have on injuries (Kniesner and Leeth, 

1989), but insurance companies spent more than $27 million 

in Texas in 1987 (Czech, 1989). These safety expenditures 

were based on the philosophy that all injuries are 

preventable and that management is responsible for trying to 

prevent them (Locke, 1990). Recurring losses, in 

particular, should be examined for safety engineering 

solutions (Bader and Cotrone, 1990). 

In order to control losses, the company must train 

employees. Safety engineering focuses on the environment, 

but once the environment is as safe as possible the most 

important factor is the human factor. "How to Control 

Workers' Camp" estimated that 80% of injuries were caused by 

people (Nation's Business, 1990). The employee's 

proficiency and safe performance of his job often depends on 

the training he receives (Pahl, 1990). More companies are 

concerned with employee attitudes, wellness and safety 

training (Morrison and Bennett, 1990). Safety training may 

not be enough for long-term efficiency. Skills like problem 

solving and literacy must be included (Fletcher, 1990). 

Other cost management tips include several ideas. 

Paying small claims outside of the we system is often 

suggested, but all injuries should be reported in case they 

grow into significant problems ("How to Control Workers' 

Camp," Nation's Business, 1990). Business should encourage 

regulators to try pilot programs and support demonstration 
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projects outside of the current we structure (Fletcher, 

1989). Also, employers should get a good broker who has 

access to many markets in order to get the best possible 

rate (Kertesz, 1990). 

Data Analysis 

Data processing is often ignored in controlling losses 

(Locke, 1990). Analysis of the statistics will suggest cost 

effective we strategies (Kiell, 1989) that usually lead to 

substantial savings (Bader and Cotrone, 1990). In order to 

audit information, employers should create data systems that 

permit interpretation of loss information and estimation of 

program successes (Fletcher, 1989). Not only will this 

diminish losses, but potentially may be a base for claim 

defenses (Pahl, 1990). 

The first step in the audit process is to compare job 

classifications on the we policy with job duties for 

correctness (Bader and Cotrone, 1990). If the job is 

overclassified, or if it could be fit into a less expensive 

class, the broker should change it ("How to Control Workers' 

Comp," Nation's Business, 1990). 

After a determination that jobs are correctly 

classified, a company concerned with cost management should 

analyze available data for loss experience. The most easily 

available data will come from loss summations, or loss runs, 

which the business receives on a periodic basis from the 

insurer. The loss runs should be checked for correctness 

and recurring problems ("How to Control Workers' Comp," 

Nation's Business, 1990). 

Typical things to look at when analyzing claims include 

whether the claim is training-related, as evidenced by a 

short employment period before the claim. The specifics of 

the accident (cause, type of injury, etc.) are also 

revealing. How much time the employee lost, and how 

expensive the claims were is of concern (Locke, 1990). 
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Small things usually ignored, like the weather, should be 

included (Hofman, 1990). Accidents should be examined by 

department and by frequency (Locke, 1990). 

Medical Cost Management 

Medical cost control is difficult because neither the 

patient nor the doctor have incentives in that direction, 

and the employer or insurer have little control of the 

situation. Fewer than 50% of the states give the insurer or 

employer a role in the direction of medical treatment 

(Morrison and Bennett, 1990). 

Medical Case Management. There are several ways to 

help contain medical costs. The step following retaining a 

risk manager is to set up a medical case management system. 

In medical case management, the medical director establishes 

a treatment program with the participation of the doctors, 

the injured worker, and anyone else involved in the 

treatment (Werner, 1989). This way, everyone has a role and 

the injured employee does not feel distanced (Morrison and 

Bennett, 1990). The medical director must be a medical 

professional, so he understands the providers as well as the 

employer that he represents (Werner, 1989). Medical Case 

Management contains several components. 

Utilization Review. Utilization review is a strategy 

already proven in group health care plans (Diblase, 1989). 

UR reviews the use of medical services throughout the 

disability, from its occurrence to return to regular duty 

employment (Werner, 1989). Some studies indicate that 

almost one-third of we hospital admissions are unnecessary 

(Morrison and Bennett, 1990), which is one thing that 

utilization review and medical case management should 

prevent. The Arizona State Compensation Fund saved nearly 

$1.4 million in a year using a UR program that cost them 

about $90,000 (Fletcher, 1990). 
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Medical Bill Audits. Medical bills are monitored 

through a computerized system to discover unreasonable 

charges (Bader and Cotrone, 1990) or duplicated charges 

(Werner, 1989). The audits have been shown to correct up to 

80% of hospital bills, two-thirds of which were too high, 

for a 15% savings (Morrison and Bennett, 1990). 

Rehabilitation. Another of the commonly mentioned cost 

saving measures is to provide rehabilitation to injured 

employees. Rehabilitation's objective is to facilitate 

recovery and restore productivity (Werner, 1990). Viewed in 

that light, rehabilitation may be a method of cost savings 

(Kiell, 1989), but in a traditional sense, is not always 

cost effective for temporary, short-term disabilities. If 

the worker can fully recover with medical benefits other 

than rehabilitation, it may be an unnecesary cost. The AIA 

agrees that rehabilitation is not a good cost containment 

measure in every case, and so recommends that programs be 

voluntary, based on the case, rather than mandated 

(Fletcher, 1989). 

Light Duty Programs. If rehabilitation is only cost 

effective on a case by case basis, one program that is 

always cost effective is light duty. It provides a way for 

employees to safely return to work (Schachner, 1989), which 

minimizes employee feelings of alienation (Werner, 1990). 

Data shows that almost all of the companies who implemented 

light duty programs saved 28% a year in we costs, had 25% 

fewer days lost and had cases settled much earlier (Werner, 

1990). The philosophy is that the quicker an employee 

returns, the happier he will be and the less the claim will 

cost. Employees who are able to do only limited tasks should 

be given whatever he can safely do, for as many hours as he 

is safely able ("How to Control Workers' Camp," Nation's 

Business, 1990). 
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Potential Reforms Leading to Medical 
Cost Containment 

The above medical cost containment measures are all 

allowed according to statutes and regulations. Other 

measures, not currently allowed according to we laws in all 

states, have been recommended, such as creating a medical 

fee schedule. AIA recommends the use of a we schedule of 

maximum allowable fees for service (Fletcher, 1990). 

Another reform includes limiting the employee's choice of a 

doctor {Thompson, 1990). 

Another measure, which is not allowed in any state, is 

borrowed from group health plans. The measure is employee 

medical cost sharing through deductibles and copayments. 

Though employee medical cost sharing is an effective way to 

control group health care costs, it does not seem to be 

acceptable when applied to we medical costs. Phillip Borba, 

assistant vice president in the National Council on 

Compensation Insurance's Economic and Social Research 

Department in New York said, "'Frankly, there is little 

likelihood this will ever be accepted,' generally because we 
has had a long tradition of the employer bearing the cost of 

care" (Fletcher, 1989). 

Legal Cost Containment 

Employers Take Quick Action. One of the best ways to 

avoid litigation is for the employer to pay legitimate 

claims immediately (Locke, 1990). Also, the employer should 

get in touch with the employee promptly to enhance a 

positive relationship (Fletcher, 1989). Forty percent of 

employees who litigate were unhappy with their employer's 

treatment of them (Berman, 1989). Claims of employer "bad 

faith" (unreasonable denial or reckless disregard) are 

increasing but can be avoided by paying legitimate claims 

quickly, constantly considering employer actions, consulting 
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legal counsel often, and showing concern for the worker 

(Diblase, 1989). 

Communication. Often the only way the worker can get 

through the we system is through the assistance of a lawyer 

(Ferling, 1989). Many employees do not understand the 

system, do not know what benefits they are due, and think 

they must sue for benefits (Kiell, 1989). If the employer 

will facilitate good communication, and keep employees well 

informed on their rights, duties and benefits, the employees 

will have less need for a lawyer (Borba and Appel, 1987). 

Experts believe good communication significantly reduces 

litigation (Berman, 1989). 

Not only must the employers develop good relationships 

and close communication, the insurer involved must do the 

same (Borba and Appel, 1987). The insurer must be prompt 

and compassionate in its dealings with the employee. 

Insurer personnel that deal with injured employees need to 

be trained to handle we claims in the correct way (Berman, 

1989). 

There are several ways to demonstrate employer good 

will. One way is to give the injured worker attention 

(Pahl, 1990). Also, keep close contact (Berman, 1989), and 

go to visit the worker (Bolton, 1990). In the visit the 

employer or insurer should express concern for the 

employee's well-being, explain benefits due, and make sure 

the worker knows the employer wants the worker back (Kiell, 

1989) . 

Litigating. Litigation management should be used to 

determine when to settle claims and when to dispute 

questionable ones (Locke, 1990). The employer should 

dispute questionable claims to help diminish the likelihood 

of fraud (Wojcik, 1990). The employer must consider whether 

he has acted in good faith (Diblase, 1989), the available 

evidence that disputes the claim, whether it will cost more 

to litigate than to settle, and the attitude of the judge 
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hearing the case (Locke, 1990). The defense attorney must 

be chosen carefully and be closely monitored. The defense 

attorney's style may affect the outcome of the case 

(Shallowitz, 1989). 

System Participants 

There is no doubt that cost containment and adequate 

rates are required to make the present system more workable. 

However, beyond that, reform is still required, and the 

participants of the we system must establish common grounds 

to accomplish that (Schachner, 1990). System participants 

include employers, employees, insurers, lawyers and doctors. 

While each group may agree that injured workers must be 

protected, few agree how. Issues of safety, loss 

prevention, and case management are more likely to have a 

consensus than benefit levels and disability definitions 

(Fletcher, 1990). 

Even if a consensus is reached between the parties, few 

participants are obligated to adopt the recommendations. 

AIA recommends that state we agencies be able to promulgate 

and enforce rules on the participation by those involved in 

WC (Fletcher, 1990). 

Workers' Compensation Reform in Texas 

Most reforms deal with the expanding amount of 

litigation. Other reforms address administration, medical 

costs, and payment guidelines for new disabilities. Texas 

SB 1, which took effect on January 1, 1991, attempts to 

reform all of those areas (Thompson, 1990). 

Nationally, the NCCI states that 7.8% of we cases 

involve attorneys, compared to about 50% in Texas. The 

trial de novo, which allows a completely new appeal for we 
awards, is often blamed for the level of litigation. In 

addition, employers settle for larger amounts than they 
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would if the employee was bound by the we agency rather than 

tort law (Fletcher, 1989). 

The Joint Select Committee on we Insurance compiled 

resarch papers in 1988 in support of the we reform 

legislation, SB 1. The following information is taken from 

that body of research and changes from SB 1, enacted 

December, 1989, are noted. The effect of the changes may 

not be readily apparent--it takes some time for evaluation. 

This 1988 summary of research has as its most recent 

experience 1985, which is right at the beginning of the 

Liability Crisis, and before the flight of we availability 

in Texas. 

The History of Workers' Compensation 
Legislation in Texas 

The Texas we Act was enacted in 1913 and became 

effective on September 1 of that year to provide quick and 

certain recovery to industrially injured workers without 

regard to fault for the injury, to limit the liability of 

employers, and to transfer the costs of work-related 

injuries from the employee and the public at large to 

employers and the consumers of their products. Before SB 1 

was signed into law on December 13, 1989, there had been 

substantial changes to the act, mostly in the form of 

improved benefits rather than in structure. Previous to SB 

1, the structure of the act has changed little. 

A 1938 evaluation identified areas that lawmakers 

subsequently addressed: 

1. a second injury fund was created (1947); 

2. provision was made for unlimited medical coverage 

(1957); 

3. coordination of rehabilitation services was 

required (1957); 

4. the board was decentralized and a system of 

hearing examiners was instituted (1969); 
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5. attorney's fees were set at 25% of the recovery 

(1969); 

6. all occupational diseases were covered (1971); 

7. claimants were authorized to choose their own 

health care providers (1973); 

8. coverage was extended to include employers of less 

than three persons (1973), public employees 

(1973), and most farm and ranch workers (1984); 

and 

9. guidelines were mandated for charges and 

utilization of medical services (1987). 

Features that had remained constant throughout the 

history of legislative development include: 

1. composition of the board and terms of board 

members; 

2. most benefits are limited to 300 or 401 weeks; 

3. the average weekly wage computation is based on a 

year of 300 working days; 

4. specific injuries are compensated according to a 

schedule; 

5. there is an initial waiting period of seven days 

before compensation accures; 

6. a trial de novo is allowed on appeal; 

7. coverage is elective; and 

8. self insurance is not allowed for private 

employers. 

Many of those features were addressed in SB 1. On 

December 13, the governor signed into law SB 1 by Montford 

et al. The bill makes substantial changes in the 

administrative structure of the Industrial Accident Board, 

the calculation of benefits, the resolution of disputes 

between injured workers and their employer's insurance 

company, enforcement of safety standrds and regulation of 

we. The provisions took effect on January 1, 1991. 
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An Overview of the Pre SB 1 Texas 
Workers' Compensation system 

The Texas we act is broad in comparison to many 

jurisdictions. The only significant classes of employees 

excluded from coverage are "domestic servants or casual 

employees engaged in an employment incidental to a personal 

residence," and employees of a "steam, electric, street, or 

interurban railway operating as a common carrier." Farm and 

ranch workers are now covered under a formula based on the 

payroll of the employer. 

Texas is one of only three states (Texas, New Jersey 

and South Carolina) in which coverage is not mandatory for 

those employers covered by the act. When employers are not 

covered, the employer's liability for workplace injuries is 

not limited by the act and he may not use the legal defenses 

available under common law. However, a plaintiff must prove 

actionable negligence to win an award. Employers who are 

excluded from coverage of the act may insure if they choose, 

in which case they and their employees have the same rights 

and obligations as those to which the act applies. 

Texas benefits are of three types: medical benefits, 

death and funeral benefits, and indemnity (or cash) benefits 

to injured employees. 

Medical Benefits. Medical benefits are due 

immediately, even if the worker loses no time from work. 

There is no limitation on the amount or duration of medical 

services required by a worker related to a job injury. In 

practice, medical liability of the we carrier is often 

terminated at the time a claim is settled, or, 

alternatively, medical liability may be limited to a period 

ranging from a few months to several years. 

Death Benefits. The beneficiaries of a fatally-injured 

worker may receive up to $2,500 for burial expenses plus a 

death benefit equal to the compenation rate of two-thirds of 

the decedent's average weekly wage subject to minimum and 
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maximum {the benefits of injured workers are those in effect 

at the time of the injury and are not adjusted). The 

duration of the death benefit for the surviving spouse is 

life or until remarriage, at which time a lump sum is paid 

equal to 104 weeks at the compensation rate. The decedent's 

minor children receive benefits until age 18 or until age 25 

for full-time students at accredited institutions. The 

spouse and children are each entitled to 50% of the 

benefits; these are reapportioned as the status of the 

beneficiaries changes. All other beneficiaries are entitled 

to 360 weeks of benefits: parents {without regard to 

financial dependency on the decedent), and grandparents, 

adult children, grandchildren, and siblings {all of whom 

must prove financial dependency on the decedent). In death 

claims where there are no beneficiaries as named in the 

statute, 360 times the weekly death benefit is paid to the 

second injury fund. 

Indemnity Benefits. Indemnity benefits are case 

payments made to injured workers {beginning after the 

seventh day of lost time). The injured worker is entitled 

to 66-2/3% of his pre-injury average weekly wage, subject to 

the minimum and maximum {in 1989, the statutory range was 

$40-$238). If incapacity continues for four weeks, the 

worker is entitled to recoup benefits for the first seven 

days of incapacity. Indemnity benefits may be paid for 

total or partial incapacity, and for permanent or temporary 

incapacity. In addition, benefits are different for 

"specific" injuries and "general" injuries. 

Temporary Total Benefits CTTD). An injured Texan is 

due benefits of 66-2/3% of average weekly wage, subject to 

the minimum and maximum "while the incapacity for work 

resulting from the injury is total." In the case of all but 

a small number of injuries, the injured worker returns to 

work or is determined to be able to return to work by a 

physician, at which time TTD benefits cease. 
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Permanent Partial Benefits CPPD). If, after returning 

to work or being released to return to work by a physician, 

the claimant has a continuing disability, he is eligible for 

PPD benefits at 66-2/3% of the difference between the pre

injury average weekly wage and the claimant's remaining wage 

earning capacity (subject to the maximum rate). Such 

benefits may continue for a maximum of 300 weeks, provided 

the total number of weeks of TTD and PPD does not exceed 

401. In practice, PPD benefits are almost always calculated 

on the basis of 300 weeks and paid in a lump sum. 

Permanent Total Benefits CPTDl . While incapacity 

resulting from an injury is total, the claimant is due 

66-2/3% of his pre-injury average weekly wage (subject to 

the maximum and minimum) for a period of 401 weeks. The 

medical care may continue as long as the disability warrants 

medical attention. Where convalescence is complete in less 

than 401 weeks, a claimant may be determined to be total and 

permanent based on his inability to obtain and retain 

employment due to the injury sustained. PTD benefits may be 

paid out weekly, but are almost always commuted to a lump 

sum with a 4% per annum discount. When PTD benefits are 

commuted to a lump sum, the medical is often left open for a 

specified time period. There is a class of PTD for which 

benefits are payable for life ("statutory total and 

permanent" or "conclusive total and permanent") involving 

the loss or total loss of use, or both feet, both hands, one 

hand and one foot, sight in both eyes, or an injury 

involving the skull resulting in incurable insanity or 

imbecility. The lifetime benefits in these cases may be 

commuted to a lump sum only when there is a bona fide 

dispute about the carrier's liability for the injury under 

the we act. 

Benefits for Specific Injuries. Specific injuries are 

injuries to the extremities or injuries involving loss of 

vision or hearing. They are compensated according to a 
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schedule which sets out the number of weeks compensation due 

for each body part. The rate is 66-2/3% of the average 

weekly wage (subject to the maximum and minimum) for the 

number of weeks in the schedule. Partial loss of use is 

rated according to the percentage of incapacity to the 

member. Such benefits may also be commuted to a lump sum at 

the 4% discount rate. Texas case law allows the injury to 

be assessed either on strictly medical criteria or in terms 

of occupational consequences. 

Organization of the Industrial Accident Board CIABl. 

The IAB is a three-member board appointed by the governor: 

one employer, one wage earner, and one practicing attorney. 

Pre-Hearing Conference. The purpose of the pre-hearing 

conference is the "adjusting and settling (of) claims for 

compensation" in an informal conference of the parties. 

Employers may attend pre-hearing conferences and questions 

may be directed to them; otherwise, employers have no right 

to be heard. No notice to employers is required of the 

board or the carriers. Pre-hearing conferences are open 

only to employers and other direct participants (including 

claimant's family members) in the case. Facts are usually 

stated briefly, disputes or matters unclear from the file 

are discussed and the claimant's demand and the carrier's 

offer of compensation and medical coverage are discussed. 

If agreement is reached, a Compromise Settlement Agreement 

(CSA) form is completed and signed. 

If the parties to a pre-hearing conference cannot reach 

agreement on a settlement, an "award" is typically asked 

for. The prehearing examiner makes an award recommendation 

and the case is scheduled for a formal hearing. Formal 

hearing may include sworn testimony if any of the parties 

appear in person. The pre-hearing examiner's recommended 

award is almost always approved and is ordered as a lump sum 

cash payment discounted at 4% per annum over the specified 

period. 
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If either party is dissatisfied with the lAB's final 

ruling, it may, within 20 days, file a Notice of Intent to 

Appeal {NIA). The party may then bring suit in a court of 

appropriate jurisdiction to set aside the board's decision. 

NIA's are typically filed in over 90% of the cases awarded 

by the IAB. 

The Insurance System. Texas is the only state in which 

we insurance is written solely by private companies. In 47 

other states, employers have the option to self insure, and 

in 18 states coverage may be purchased from a state 

insurance fund. In 1986, Texas was the second largest 

marketplace in the nation, comprising approximately 10% of 

the privately written premium nationwide. The largest 32 

companies or groups of companies wrote 90% of the 1986 

premium; the largest 4, 8, and 20 companies wrote 36%, 56%, 

and 83%, respectively. 

Rate Increases in Recent Years. Rates were quite 

stable in the early 1980's. However, beginning in October, 

1985, rates increased by a cumulative 92.9% in less than 

three years {final board-approved increases: October, 

1985--30.9%; January, 1987--17.9%; January, 1988--25%). The 

National council on Compensation Insurance {NCCI), however, 

still regards Texas as one of the five states with the 

greatest rate inadequacy and requested an increase for 1989 

of 36.7% {industry proposed rate increases: October, 1985--

40.8%; January, 1987--31.3%; January, 1988--43.5%). Rates 

are promulgated by the State Board of Insurance (SBI) by a 

rate model which grants insurance companies an allowance for 

expenses, underwriting profits, and benefit payments to 

injured workers. The allowances are referred to as 

"loadings" in the model. A total expense loading was 

calculated from these loading factors of 26.3% in 1988. 

However, the SBI estimated that insurance companies would 

have sufficient earnings on their investments to provide a 

15% return to net worth and yield an amount equal to 7.61% 
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of premium which could be used to offset expenses. 

Underwriting profit is thus entered in the rate model as a 

negative 7.61%. This means that estimated expenses would 

consume 26.3% of premium but that investment income of 7.6% 

of premiums leaves 81.3% of the premium dollar available to 

pay benefits and loss adjustment expenses. The sum of the 

expense and profit loading has decreased 1981-1988 due 

almost exclusively to the SBI's inclusion of investment 

income in the ratemaking procedure as a variable factor. It 

is clear that loss ratios have deteriorated substantially 

since 1980, and at least since 1984, they have significantly 

exceeded the ratios of 80-85% deemed approriate by the SBI. 

Medical and indemnity benefits are by far the largest 

share of all costs, totalling 77.75%: indemnity losses--

46.78%; medical losses--30.97%. 

Components of the employer's premium cost are the 

expense constant which includes a flat charge to cover the 

costs of issuing and recording the policy, payroll audits, 

and other costs of processing the policy. Some rate classes 

have a minimum premium which must be charged regardless of 

how small the manual premium might be. The highest minimum 

is $500 and the lowest, $103. If the minimum is charged, 

the expense constant is considered included in the minimum. 

The loss constant is a flat $10 charge added to premiums 

which are less than $500 (exclusive of the expense 

constant) . If the premium is greater than $490 (but less 

than $500), the loss constant is reduced so that the total 

premium equals $500. Premium discounts apply to premiums of 

more than $5,000 in order to reflect the fact that the 

expense associated with writing a large policy is less than 

that for smaller policies. The discounts apply to the 

entire standard premium for each policy. 

Experience rating is offered to more equitably 

distribute the cost of we benefits and to promote job safety 

and loss prevention in the process. Employers who have been 
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in business for at least two years are eligible for and are 

mandatorily subject to experience rating if they meet 

certain premium requirements: a premium of at least $5,000 

during the last year, or an average annual premium of at 

least $2,500 for the last two or more years in which an 

employer has developed the accident history. If the 

employer's experience has been better than the expected 

losses, the employer receives a credit modifier, or a 

reduction of the premium. Employers whose past experience 

compares unfavorably with expected losses receive debit 

modifiers and pay more than the manual premiums. The 

experience rating formula penalizes employers more severely 

for the number of claims than for the size of the losses. 

This reflects the widely held belief that safety programs 

are more effective in reducing the frequency of injuries 

than in reducing their severity. 

Retrospective rating is a program under which an 

individual employer's loss experience for a given time is 

used to retrospectively determine the employer's premium for 

that same period. Estimated standard premiums are initially 

paid, with the understanding that the premium will be 

adjusted at the end of the year based on a comparison of the 

employer's actual losses with the amount of losses 

contemplated in calculating the standard premium. 

Assigned Risk Pool. The assigned risk pool was created 

by the legislature in 1953. The pool is a group of 652 

insurance companies that "pool" their resources and 

potential losses to provide coverage for employers who 

cannot obtain we insurance in the voluntary market. It is 

directed by a 12-member governing committee and a full-time 

general manager, who in turn supervises an Austin-based 

staff of 148 employees. Unfavorable loss experience is 

first among the reasons given for insurance companies' 

refusal to write a we policy. Another is that the account 

is too small. Another consideration is the high risk nature 
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of an employer's business. On the other hand, almost 1,700 

policies (2.4%) had premiums over $50,000. Between 55% and 

60% of experience rated employers in the pool have credit 

modifiers. Eighteen percent of all Texas we premium volume 

was written through the pool in 1987. Employers in the pool 

are not eligible for the premium discount. Further, 

policies with a premium in excess of $3,000 may be subject 

to a surcharge for bad loss experience. The amounts of the 

surcharge may be as much as 50%. 

The pool has lost money every year of its existence 

except in 1980 when investment income and a moderate loss 

record combined to produce a return. The annual deficit is 

charged back to member companies through an assessment 

proportional to their we writings in the voluntary market. 

Texas Workers' Compensation Benefit 
Issues 

The judgment has always been that Texas benefits are 

among the lowest in the nation. The real questions are what 

kind and level of benefits do the policymakers of that state 

want to provide for injured workers, and is the system 

providing benefits as the policymakers would like it to do? 

Comparisons are helpful in determining whether there is, in 

fact, a gap between costs and benefits, as is perceived to 

be the case in Texas. 

A comparison of Pre SB 1 Statutory Benefit Provisions 

ranks Texas in the lowest 12 states on seven of the 14 

comparisons. These are: the maximum rate of compensation 

for total disability benefits, the duration of both 

permanent partial and permanent total benefits, the length 

of the retroactive period, the maximum benefit available for 

permanent partial and permanent total benefits, and the 

percentage of the state average weekly wage represented by 

the maximum compensation rate for total disability. In most 

other respects, Texas ranks in the lower half of the states. 
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The notable exception to this rule is the effective wage 

replacement rate produced under the 300-day formula, which, 

so far as can be determined, is the highest in the nation. 

Texas is nearer the mainstream, but still below average, on 

most scheduled benefits. Death benefits are generally 

comparable to those of other states and they are superior to 

many. 

Based on Pre SB 1 benefit comparison of actual payments 

(or average indemnity cost per case), Texas average payments 

on lost time claims are higher than 27 of the 40 

jurisdictions, including 12 of the 17 jurisdictions with 

more recent data. Texas ranks among the top six states and 

well above the national average in all undeveloped nine 

state data. In other words, Texas has an average indemnity 

cost per case above the national average. Texas' ranking 

would be expected to be lower if developed as a result of 

Texas' fast resolution of claims through settlement. By 

1985, indemnity costs were 39.1% higher than the average, 

medical costs were 64.5% higher. 

On specific Pre SB 1 claims comparisons, Texas workers 

received between 10% and 19% less in surgery and hospital 

cases, due to higher attorney's fees and medical costs. 

General Issues in Workers' Compensation 
Benefit Systems 

Predictive systems are used in determining economic 

harm or lost earnings in Texas. A determination of economic 

harm is made, based on medical reports, age, education, the 

labor market, and a variety of factors. The benefit is then 

based on that determination. In a predictive system the 

permanency award will be greater if the disability is more 

severe. In this situation, an early return to work or the 

completion of a rehabilitation program, by limiting the 

apparent disability, will also reduce the size of the 

permanency award. The economic incentives are clear: is 
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the goal to restore earning capacity or simply to assess it 

and compensate the worker for his loss? 

There are particular features of the system which may 

exacerbate those problems created by the predictive system. 

Claims may be settled while the claimant is still under 

active medical care, and there is evidence that such 

settlements occur much earlier in Texas than in other 

systems. This makes the evaluation of the disability 

subject to much greater uncertainty and leaves the claimant 

with inadequate benefits if the evaluation (or settlement) 

is too conservative. Under Texas' de novo trial system, the 

IAB has little power to curb premature settlements of many 

claims. There are incentives for early settlement working 

on the claimant, the insurance company and the claimant's 

attorneys. The limitations on trial de novo and on lump sum 

settlements set in SB 1 may relieve some of these problems, 

but the consensus is that a predictive system is rarely 

accurate. 

Specific Benefit Issues in Texas 

The 300-day formula replaces a high percentage of take

home pay for low-wage earners, and may create a disincentive 

for many to return to work. It adds to settlement value by 

artifically enhancing pre-injury earnings. The low maximum 

compensation rate creates a hardship for high-wage earners 

and encourages premature resolution of claims. Medical 

benefits provided for life in the law are limited to periods 

ranging from a few months to a few years in virtually all 

claims on serious injuries. A claimant who unequivocally 

wants the benefits provided by law must typically go through 

a jury trial to get them. Short benefit durations of 300 

and 401 weeks mean that claimants receive benefits for only 

a fraction of the period during which actual economic losses 

occur. Lump sum settlements are less effective in 

mitigating long-term economic hardship, and enhance the 
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incentives to postpone return to work, rehabilitaion, and 

other activities that restore earning capacity. Benefits 

are substantially eroded by inflation. Coordination of 

benefits with benefits of other retirement, disability, or 

unemployment programs may be appropriate. Benefits of part

time and seasonal employees may be based on the earnings of 

their full-time, year around counterparts rather than the 

more appropriate established work patterns of the claimant. 

Again, the SB 1 provisions may change some of these issues 

as experience under the law is evaluated. 

Costs of the Texas Workers' Compensation 
System 

Since 1981, the amount of premium allocated to 

insurance company expenses and profits has decreased from 

28.6% to 18.7%. Even though the target loss ratio has 

increased, the actual loss ratios have increased even more-

from 72% in calendar 1981 to 104% in calendar 1986. The 

nationwide average employer cost is $1.812 per $100 of 

payroll. The Texas average is $2.427, or 33.9% above the 

national average. Among the states, Texas costs are the 

fifth highest. 

The IAB data show that total indemnity has increased by 

at least 150%, while the maximum compensation rate increased 

by 45% and the number of resolved claims increased by 19%. 

The average indemnity payment per claim increased by 121%. 

These increases are traceable to significant changes in the 

system occurring in or around 1983. 1973 was the year in 

which substantial benefit increases were enacted in response 

to the report of the National Commission on State we Laws. 

unemployment increased in the following years. The claims 

mix shifted in favor of more lost time claims, and this 

shift became a permanent feature of the system. According 

to the Research Papers of the Joint Select Committee on 

workers' Compensation, when lost time claims were indexed 
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with 1964 as a base year, they increased from 1.1 in 1970 

with a constant increase until 1980 up to 2.1, then in 1981 

they increased from 2.1 to 3 by 1986. There was a 

substantial parallel between lost time claims and total 

unemployment from the early 1970's through 1981 and again 

from 1981 on. It seems apparent that unemployment levels 

have had a substantial impact on we claims filed. There was 

an even clearer parallel between the filing of claims for 

unemployment compensation and the filing of we claims. 

Concurrent with the change in the claims mix was a 

change in the ways in which claims are resolved. The total 

number of IAB resolutions increased from 116,000 in 1983 to 

over 138,000 in 1986. During the same period, TTD and lump 

sum claims declined from 58.7% of all resolutions to 49.2%, 

a decline of 9.5%. The increase of 22,000 total resolutions 

was exactly matched by an increase of 22,000 Compromise 

Settlement Agreements. Thus, all of the net new claims 

added from 1983 to 1986 were CSA's. It is estimated that 

the change in composition of resolutions added almost $150 

million to the 1986 system costs. CSA's allow the employer 

to close the claim at a known cost, and allows the employee 

to receive a tax-free lump sum payment without the time and 

effort of further litigation. 

Texas ranks high among the states in the percentage of 

claims in which permanent benefits are paid. According to 

IAB data, some 45-50% of all Texas claims command a 

permanency benefit. 

There was a dramatic increase in the duration of 

temporary disability periods, particularly those associated 

with Compromise Settlement Agreement resolutions. It is 

estimated that this change added approximately $43 million 

to 1987 costs when compared with costs in 1983. 

From 1982 to 1987 the average permanent disability 

board award increased by just over 100%, contrasted with an 

increase of 31.4% in the preceding five years. 
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Attorneys were involved in 35.9% of all claims in 1983. 

By 1987 the figure had increased to approximately 50%. 

There was, in fact, an overall increase in the level of 

litigiousness in the system during these years. The 

percentage of claims formally controverted increased from 

2.4% in 1984 to 8.8% in 1987. Further, the percentage of 

claims with prehearing conferences increased from 22.9% in 

1983 to 31.9% in 1987. An NCCI survey shows that average 

attorney involvement in lost time claims in the 16 states is 

just 7.8%, far below the Texas rate of almost 50%. The 

trend toward more CSA's and the lengthening period of 

temporary disability are two of the important components of 

cost increases. It is a reasonable proposition that the 

increase in attorney involvement and the increase in CSA's 

is related. The Research Papers of the Joint Select 

Committee on Workers' Compensation Insurance show that 

claims without attorneys exhibit much shorter disability 

periods than those with attorneys. Claim durations 

fluctuated randomly in those claims without attorneys, while 

the claims with attorneys increased from an average duration 

of 156.6 days to 228.6 days--an increase of almost 50% in 

just four years. 

1984 medical costs were 42.1% of all benefit costs, 

having increased from 35.9% of benefits in 1964. we medical 

costs increased faster than the principal CPI subcomponents 

for professional services, physicans' costs, hospital 

services, and hospital room rates, so the increases are not 

an artifact of the "market basket" nature of the CPI

medical. Texas we medical costs are in at least the top 

one-fourth of all states and significantly higher than the 

national average. 

Medical costs in we increased 50% faster than overall 

costs in the two cities (Dallas/Fort Worth and Houston) felt 

to have the highest medical costs in the state. Factors 

adduced to explain the high costs of medical care in we 
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include cost shifting from other, more tightly controlled 

areas; use of medical services as a tool in the claims 

adjudication process; the lack of cost containment measures 

such as deductibles and copayments in we, and in Texas, the 

unlimited free choice of medical providers by the claimant. 

Comoarative Litigation Issues in 
Texas Workers' Compensation 

How the Texas courts affect the we system basically 

involves two questions: 

1. Do Texas courts use different legal standards or 

tests? 

2. If not, do Texas courts apply the same standards 

differently? 

Texas departs from the majority of states in 

determining permanent disability in two major areas. First, 

Texas differs in the definition of what constitutes a 

"permanent" disability. Second, Texas applies an 

alternative definition of "total loss of use" in scheduled 

injuries. 

Texas allows permanency to be established by evidence 

that the duration of the disability is merely uncertain. 

Only Texas and Louisiana hold that uncertainty is sufficient 

to establish permanency, which appears to create a more 

lenient standard in Texas than in most jurisdictions. 

Texas courts differ in the definition of "total loss of 

use" in cases of scheduled, or specific, injuries. Recent 

changes in other states show that the Texas case law 

allowing conversion of a scheduled injury to a general 

injury is not the minority view. 

However, Texas does depart from the majority of 

jurisdictions in the definition of "total loss of use" of 

the member. Texas considers the effect of the injury on the 

claimant's earning capacity. Allowing this alternative is 

unusual, if not unique to Texas. 
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In determining post injury earning capacity, actual 

earnings are of significance but the ability to earn is the 

key factor. The effect of actual earnings may be lessened, 

or mitigated, by factors, including changes in wage levels, 

employer sympathy, assistance from co-workers, the 

impermanence of post injury earnings, economic necessity, 

and changes in the claimant's age, training, and work hours. 

The absence of specific guidelines as to the accepted 

mitigating factors makes it difficult to determine the 

evidence required in Texas for a finding of a loss of 

earning capacity. However, it appears that the application 

of the same general rules other states use, in Texas results 

in a finding of PTD in claims that might be PPD in other 

jurisdictions. 

Permanent Total Disability exists where an injured 

employee is so disqualified from performing the usual tasks 

of a worker that he is unable to procure and retain 

employment. Virtually all jurisdictions hold that total 

incapacity does not mean the injured worker is absolutely 

physically disabled or helpless, there being no need for an 

absolute disability to perform any kind of labor. 

If Texas claimants are more likely to receive 

compensation for permanent and total disability, it may be 

due in part to the combination of the lack of clear 

evidentiary standards and the fact that the initial 

factfinder in Texas is the jury. The guidance given to 

juries in determining whether a claimant is totally and 

permanently disabled or whether a claimant has a loss of 

earning capacity is vague and results in some confusion. 

The fact that both parties to a PTD case can cite case law 

to support their respective positions demonstrates that in 

most we cases the evidence is sufficient to support a wide 

range of jury verdicts. 

It appears that Texas allows more exceptions to the 

exclusive remedy doctrine than other jurisdictions. 
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Texas statutorily provides for exemplary, or punitive, 

damages in gross negligence cases. This cause of action is 

not allowed in other jurisdictions. The Texas Supreme court 

has held that no proof of actual damages need be made to 

recover exemplary damages for a work-related death because 

the plaintiff may not recover such damages in a we case. 

Employers who carry coverage under the we act may have 

unlimited liability for exemplary damages, while those who 

do not carry such coverage may have a limit on their 

liability. No other jurisdiction allows exemplary damages 

for employer action that does not rise to the level of 

intentional tort. 

In 1988, the Texas Supreme Court for the first time 

held that the exclusive remedy provision of the we law did 

not preclude a common law action for bad faith. This 

decision puts Texas in the distinct minority of 

jurisdictions. Another Texas Supreme Court case opened the 

possibility of treble damages under the Texas Deceptive 

Trade Practices Act based on an action that amounts to bad 

faith by a we insurance carrier. 

Most jurisdictions compensate an employee for a work

related heart attack. The issues are the medical and legal 

causation necessary to prove that the heart attck indeed 

arose out of the employment and, if required, was an "injury 

by accident." Texas applies the usual exertion rule for the 

compensation of heart attacks, which is more liberal than 

the unusual exertion rule. Texas courts appear to require a 

low burden of proof on medical causation--it seems that any 

medical evidence at all, even if contradicted, will support 

a finding of compensability. Texas allows compensation of a 

heart attack even in the presence of a preexisting 

condition. Texas requires a minor traceable event, such as 

lifting a 2-1/2 pound toolbox lid, and it may occur over a 

period of time. Emotional stress generally is not a 

sufficient cause. 
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A majority of jurisdictions now allow compensation for 

cases where a mental stimulus results in a mental injury. 

These are commonly referred to as mental-mental stress 

cases. Texas compensates mental-mental stress but is a 

little more conservative by requiring a sudden stimulus, 

such as a co-worker falling from a scaffold in front of the 

claimant. 

Medical Care Quality Assurance and 
Cost Containment in Texas 

The rate of increase in medical costs in Texas was 

11.5% in 1984; this is slightly higher than the national 

figure of 9.1%. Health spending per capita in Texas 

amounted to $1,540 in 1985, which is about 93% of the 

national average. 

Data from the State Board of Insurance show that 

average medical costs in Texas we lost time claims increased 

516% from 1970 to 1984. This is faster than the 322% 

increase in average indemnity costs and the 206% increase in 

the national medical component of the CPI. Available data 

suggest that Texas we medical costs are higher than in most 

other states, and this is not due to Texas medical costs 

outside of we being higher than in other states. 

Medical Cost Containment Strategies 

we is one of the few remaining public or private 

insurance plans providing full payments of medical costs 

with few cost containment mechanisms. That may encourage 

doctors and hospital administrators to devise strategies to 

shift costs to less constrained environments, such as we. 

The Health Insurance Study (HIS), financed by the 

federal government and conducted by the Rand Corporation 

from 1974 to 1984, showed conclusively that copayments 

control medical spending. eopayments represent powerful 

tools which have not been used in we. 
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On July 5, 1988, the Texas Industrial Accident Board 

adopted fee guidelines for individual practitioners, 

hospitals and pharmaceuticals. 

Utilization review is an important part of any medical 

cost containment program in the we system. A fee schedule 

is not enough; a mechanism to monitor both the frequency and 

appropriateness of treatment procedures is a necessary and 

important adjunct to a fee schedule. The goal of any 

utilization review is to reduce unnecessary medical 

treatment while assuring that patients continue to receive 

quality health care services for work-related injuries and 

illnesses. Seetin 7b, Article 8306, calls for a 

retrospective review of the utilization of medical services 

required at the time a dispute arises between a health care 

provider and an insurance carrier over the issue of medical 

necessity of goods. 

Occupational Safety and Health in Texas 

The fatality rate of Texas is the 12th highest in the 

nation. The need for enhanced statistical capabilities in 

Texas has been a constant theme in various studies and 

reports for at least 50 years. 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) contracts with various states to provide voluntary, 

free, on site inspection without penalties. Consultants 

have the authority to grant 12-month exemptions from routine 

OSHA inspections to employers with less than 150 employees 

at a fixed site and less than 500 employees companywide if 

they meet certain workplace safety requirements. Empirical 

studies have raised questions about the overall 

effectiveness of OSHA in reducing injuries, and evidence of 

the effectiveness of OSHA vis-a-vis state plans is 

inconclusive. 

Any insurer desiring to write WC insurance in Texas 

must provide accident prevention services as a prerequisite 
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for a license to write insurance. According to the SBI, 

insurers spent approximately 1.2% ($26.8 million) of we 
premiums on safety services to their insureds in 1987. 

To date there is little empirical evidence that 

experience rating contributes to the goal of accident 

prevention. Authorities suggest that experience rating does 

not significantly contribute to accident prevention because: 

1. there is a substantial delay between achievement 

of a safer work environment and premium 

reductions; 

2. it is difficult to calculate expected premium 

adjustments which might result from undertaking a 

safety program; 

3. only the largest firms are fully experience rated; 

4. while premiums are calculated at the firm level, 

safety decisions may be made at the plant level; 

and 

5. insurance companies tend to sell experience rating 

to firms as a procedure for bringing equity into 

ratemaking rather than as a tool for providing 

firms with safety incentives. 

Assigned Risk Pool Surcharge applies only to firms with 

poor loss experience and may therefore be viewed as an added 

incentive for safe operations. 

Shared safety programs to reduce losses within an 

industry have been minimal in Texas. 

Schedule Rating promotes safety by offering premium 

discounts to employers who carry out safety-related 

activities, such as implementation of workplace safety 

programs. Premium reductions will be given to policyholders 

that have had no compensable employee accidents in four 

years and that meet a number of other safety standards. The 

provisions of this act are so restrictive that few employers 

will benefit from it and its effect is likely to be limited. 
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There are few laws that require employers to provide 

education and training to their employees. Education and 

training are primarily the domain of business and labor 

organizations. 

In Texas, the Occupational Disease Reporting Act, 

passed in 1985, requires laboratories and physicians to 

report cases of lead poisoning, pesticide poisoning, 

asbestosis, and silicosis discovered in the course of 

examination or as a result of a lab test. 

Vocational Rehabilitation in Texas 
Workers• Compensation 

State vocational programs attempt to rehabilitate 

disabled persons to their maximum potential through the 

provision of education and other services deemed necessary 

to achieve a chosen vocational objective. According to 

Texas• Summary Research Papers of the Joint Select Committee 

on Workers' Compensation Insurance, there are no empirical 

studies that adequately address two principal questions 

about vocational rehabilitation programs in we systems: 

1. Do they really improve return to work? 

2. Are they cost effective? 

Vocational rehabilitation for Texas claimants is 

performed by the Texas Rehabilitation Commission (TRC) with 

no financial support from the we system. TRC only takes 

injured workers with a permanent disability. In March, 

1988, the IAB created a liaison position with TRC with 

responsibility for teaching reviewers and assistants the use 

of criteria developed to determine eligibility of an injured 

worker for referral to the TRC. There are currently no 

records to indicate the number of injured workers referred 

or what percentage of compensable claims such referrals 

might comprise. 
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An Evaluation of the Texas Workers• 
Compensation System with Issues and 
Options 

John Lewis, consultant to the Joint Select committee on 

we Insurance, evaluated the Texas we system in the context 

of the major goals of we in general. He suggests some 

options that would promote safety in the workplace. He 

mentions that to say Texas gives broad coverage to employees 

is deceiving because the we Act is not mandatory. He states 

that settlements in Texas prevent complete and adequate 

medical care and rehabilitation. Lewis considers that 

adequacy of temporary disability benefits for Texas workers 

varies considerably, depending upon the worker's individual 

situation. Overall equity is not good, and one of the 

sources of inequity arises between workers who are 

represented by an attorney and workers who are not. The 

problem of equity in Texas is more acute because of the use 

of trial de novo. The ultimate authority [is] inexpert 

juries. The existing system in Texas may be both 

inefficient and ineffective for many of its participants. 

The system may offer only two possibilities. One is a long 

and expensive jury trial process, and the other is the 

settlement of the claim through a CSA, perhaps for less than 

its true value and sacrificing the unlimited right to future 

medical benefits. Any real control over system participants 

by the IAB may be minimal due to the ability of the parties 

to move the case into the court system. Policy makers 

cannot have reasonable control over the system because the 

ultimate authority and influence reside with the trial 

courts. Additionally, the Texas we law, like others, is 

written with little attempt to provide a statute whose 

meaning can be understood by simply reading it. 
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SB 1 Changes to the Texas Workers• 
Compensation System 

If SB 1, which went into effect January 1, 1991, is 

considered to be constitutional upon appeal, then the 

following changes will be made in the Texas we Insurance 

System. The following changes were noted in the compilation 

of information by the El Paso Young Lawyers Association, 

entitled "Worker's Compensation in the 90's." 

Medical Benefits Under SB 1 

The medical expenses of injured workers will continue 

to be paid by the insurer, but the workers• choice of 

doctors will be restricted. Until December 31, 1992, 

workers may choose their initial doctor. Further changes 

will be subject to the approval of the insurer or the 

commission. Beginning on January 1, 1993, workers will have 

to choose their initial doctor from a commission approved 

list. All doctors will be included in the list initially, 

and the commission will adopt guidelines for removing 

doctors from, and reinstating them, to the list. 

SB 1 Charges for Medical Services 

A division of medical review will be created within the 

we Commission to establish medical policies and fee 

guidelines and to monitor compliance by health care 

providers. This division will refer alleged violations by 

health care providers and insurers to the commissions 

division of compliance and practices. 

SB 1 Lump Sum Payment of Disability and 
Medical Benefits 

Settlement will be permitted only in the case of 

impairment benefits. Only workers who have returned to work 

for three months and are earning at least 80% of their 
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average pre-injury weekly wage may enter into settlements 

for impairment benefits. 

SB 1 Calculation of Death Benefits 

Death benefits will be paid at a rate of 75% of the 

worker's average weekly wage. The maximum number of weeks 

death benefits are due will be raised to 364 weeks. 

SB 1 Calculation of Disability Benefits 
for Injured Workers 

Disability benefits will be called "income benefits'' 

and will no longer be paid at a rate of 66.66% of the 

injured worker's average weekly wage. The statutory limits 

will be raised and the incremental adjustments eliminated. 

SB 1 minimum is 15% of the state average weekly wage, and 

the maximum is 100% of the state average weekly wage for 

temporary, death and lifetime benefits, and 70% of the state 

average weekly wage for impairment and supplemental 

benefits. The maximum duration for temporary, impairment, 

and supplemental income benefits is 401 weeks from the date 

of injury, no matter when the disability begins. Lifetime 

income benefits last until the worker's death. A worker 

must be disabled by the injury for at least a week to be 

eligible for income benefits. The categories for benefits 

are: temporary, impairment, supplemental and lifetime. 

Temporary Benefits. Temporary benefits will continue 

until a doctor certifies that the worker is healed to the 

full extent possible for the injury. They will be paid at a 

rate of 70% of the difference between the worker's average 

pre-injury wage and the worker's earnings after the injury. 

Impairment Benefits. The day after being certified by 

a doctor as healed to the maximum possible, a worker who 

remains impaired by an injury will be eligible for 

impairment benefits. They will be paid at a rate of 70% of 
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the worker's average pre-injury weekly wage and will not 

continue beyond the worker's death. 

Supplemental Benefits. Supplemental benefits are 

available if upon termination of impairment benefits, the 

worker has an impairment rating of 15% or more, the injury 

prevents the worker from working or from receiving 80% or 

more of his average pre-injury weekly wage, the worker has 

not reached a settlement for benefits, and the worker has 

made a good faith effort to seek employment. They will be 

paid at a rate of 80% of the difference between 80% of the 

employee's average weekly pre-injury wage and the weekly 

wages the employee was earning during the reporting period. 

Lifetime Benefits. Lifetime benefits are paid for 

certain serious injuries at a rate of 75% of the worker's 

average pre-injury weekly wage. 

SB 1 - The Texas Workers• Compensation 
Commission 

Starting April 1, 1990, the three-member IAB will be 

replaced by a new six-member Texas we Commission, consisting 

of three employers and three wage earners. The members will 

be appointed by the governor on staggered terms. They are 

to adopt rules, establish fees and make recommendations to 

the legislature. 

The six divisions under the commission are: worker's 

health and safety, medical review, compliance and practices, 

hearings, self insurance regulation, and risk management. 

Resolving Disputes Under SB 1 

Administrative Level. A hearings division will be 

established within the we commission and will conduct all 

dispute proceedings affecting benefits. An apeals panel 

will be added, and binding arbitration will be permitted to 

settle disputes. Contested case hearings will issue a 

decision, including findings of fact and conclusions of law, 
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and award any benefits due. Appeals panel will affirm or 

reverse the hearing decision. The appeals panel will be 

appealable to state district court. 

Alternatively, a binding arbitration will become 

available January 1, 1992, to parties that agree to enter 

into one. It will be binding and irrevocable; a court will 

be able to nullify a ruling only if it is found to have been 

fraudulently procured, arbitrarily decided or to have fallen 

outside the commission's jurisdiction. 

Appeal of administrative rulings trials will be limited 

to the issues decided by the appeals panel. The party 

appealing will have the burden of proof by a preponderance 

of the evidence. The judge or the jury in the trial will be 

able to consider the appeals panel's decision in rendering 

their decision. For issues other than compensability and 

income or death benefits, a judge may consider only whether 

the board's decision violated a law. If the judge rejects 

the decision, it will be remanded to the commission. 

SB 1 Attorney Fees 

The 25% cap on attorney's fees will be retained. The 

we commission or the court will have to approve the fees for 

attorneys representing insurance companies. The commission 

will provide guidelines for maximum fees for specific 

services provided by injured workers' attorneys. 

SB 1 Attorney Loan Restrictions 

Beginning June 1, 1991, an attorney representing an 

injured worker will be prohibited from loaning money to the 

worker while the compensation claim is pending. 

SB 1 Exemplary Damage Limits 

Beginning June 1, 1991, the new law will limit the 

exemplary (punitive) damages that may be recovered in a 

lawsuit against an insurance carrier that breaches its duty 
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of good faith and fair dealing. The limit will be four 

times the amount of actual damages or $250,000, whichever is 
greater. 

Self Insurance Under SB 1 

Beginning January 1, 1993, qualified private employers 

will be allowed to provide we coverage by self insuring. 

Employers will have to have effective safety programs at all 

job sites, a security deposit, excess insurance, an 

acceptable plan for claims administration and annual 

financial statements furnished to the commission. They will 

be required to have an initial we premium level of $750,000, 

if they apply before January 1, 1994, or of $500,000 if they 

apply on or after that date. 

Self insureds must pay an annual fee to cover the 

administrative costs of regulating self insurers, based on 

the ratio of income benefit payments made by the employer in 

the preceding calendar year to the amount made by all self 

insured employers. They will also be required to pay an 

annual maintenance tax of up to 2% of their tax base, to 

cover commission administrative costs. For the first two 

years of the program, no more than 20% of the state's total 

we premiums may be self insured. 

SB 1 Rate Changes 

SB 1 Insurance Deductibles. The new law will require 

insurers to offer employers optional deductible plans for we 
coverage. 

SB 1 Group Insurance. Two or more employers in the 

same or similar business will be allowed jointly to purchase 

a single we policy to cover all members of the group. 

SB 1 Rate Adjustments for Small Employers. Employers 

who are not experience rated and have annual we premiums 

less than $5,000 will be eligible for a rate adjustment on 

their premiums. They will receive a 10% discount for having 
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no injury for which benefits are due within a year and a 15% 

discount for no compensable injuries within two years. 

These small employers also will be penalized with a 10% 

surcharge on their premium if they have two or more 

compensble injuries within one year. 

SB 1 Rate Deviation. Insurers may charge up to 25% 

less than the set rate after filing an application with the 

State Board of Insurance. 

SB 1 Rate Rollback Policy. If the State Board of 

Insurance invokes the policy, the rates for WC policies 

issued in 1990 would be rolled back by at least 4% from the 

overall rate effective on January 1, 1989. For 1992, rates 

would be rolled back by at least 15% from the January 1, 

1989 rate. 

SB 1 Assigned Risk Pool. The Texas WC Assigned Risk 

Pool will be converted into a new Texas we Insurance 

Facility. The facility will establish a plan under which 

designated insurers will be required to provide coverage to 

employers with low accident losses and annual premiums of 

less than $5,000. A new Rejected Risk Fund will insure 

employers who are ineligible under the small premium policy 

plan and have been refused coverage in the voluntary market. 

There will be a premium rate different from that for other 

employers. A surcharge will be established to encourage 

safety and cover deficits in the fund from excessive losses. 

Other SB 1 Changes 

Worker Safety. The division will establish a job 

safety information system to collect and maintain detailed 

information on all on the job injuries reported in Texas. 

Employers identified as hazardous under the program will 

have to obtain a safety consultation from a professional 

approved by the division and formulate an accident 

prevention plan. Workers who receive income benefits for 

four or more weeks for a back injury will have to 
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participate in the back injury prevention program. A toll

free telephone reporting program will be available to report 

violations of OSHA laws. 

Criminal Fraud. Criminal penalties will be included in 

the Penal Code for persons who commit fraud with the intent 

to obtain payments of we benefits to which they know they 

are not entitled. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ACT REJECTION 

Act Rejection 

Texas law currently makes we benefit provision optional 

to the employer. A we subscribing business can acquire we 
through three avenues. The first is a guaranteed cost 

program through the free market. A guaranteed cost program 

is where an insurance carrier provides we coverage at a 

specific rate for the year, regardless of losses. It is 

usually only offered to businesses with exemplary records. 

Another alternative through the free market is a retro rated 

plan, which involves more risk because it is based on actual 

costs over a three-year period. The alternative of last 

resort under we is the residual market (the pool). Each of 

these plans carry premiums that to an extent reflect 

increasing costs (Yung and Dickson, 1990). 

Most businesses who want to be a non-subscriber cannot 

self insure. Self insurance is only legal to certain 

government entities until 1993 under Texas SB 1 (Yung and 

Dickson, 1990). The state and political subdivisions may 

fund their own coverage (self insure) and still enjoy the 

limited liability for workplace injuries of the we statute. 

The government entities may also, in case of litigation, use 

all the defenses available to a we subscriber. The only 

current alternative to we for non-government entities is Act 

Rejection (AR). With Act Rejection, an employer loses 

common law defenses in court and accepts unlimited risk 

(Yung and Dickson, 1990). Although the AR option has always 

been available, the AR choice has only commonly been made 

since 1989 or 1990. Because AR is so new, few court cases 

have been decided, and the risk is nearly inestimable. Act 

Rejection is never recommended by an insurance broker or an 

attorney. It is usually only chosen when the business 
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cannot afford to purchase we and continue operations, and 

for that reason was rarely undertaken until the we crisis. 

Even after SB 1 makes self insurance legal in Texas 

{1993), there are many restrictions that will lead some 

businesses to still make an AR choice. Until January 1, 

1994, the initial premium level under SB 1 to qualify for 

self insurance must be $750,000, which is above the level 

consultants consider to be the threshold for AR. After that 

date the level must be $500,000, which is closer to the AR 

threshold, but still may be somewhat above. There are 

additional fees and taxes to be paid under the SB 1 self 

insurance which would not apply to those with AR programs. 

If the AR program has proven successful, it may be less 

costly to continue with AR over self insurance with its 

extra charges, and continue to accept the risk. Lastly, 

because only 20% of the state's total we premiums may be 

self insured under SB 1, many businesses who qualify in 

other respects may not have the option available to them. 

Before a business chooses AR, it should consider three 

things: the exposure to the corporation, as far as it is 

estimable; the effect of AR on employee morale; and whether 

AR saves enough in the long term to offset the potential 

liability. 

AR has several advantages. The business experiences 

better cash flow in the beginning because there is no 

advance payment of losses or required reserving. It reduces 

or eliminates insurance company expenses and overhead. 

Management has to make safety issues a priority. They must 

get involved at all levels, which provides better ultimate 

cost control, as well as increasing employee morale if the 

program is presented well. Prompt payments can be made on 

legitimate claims, and more control may be exercised in 

abusive claims. One potential advantage is that profit 

opportunities can be present in risk bearing activities 

(Yung and Dickson, 1990). 
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The disadvantages of AR must be considered. Although 

there is more control over cash flow, the employer is 

responsible for all financing of AR losses. The AR program 

will also incur costs of internal services which before were 

provided by the insurer. The business must manage safety 

closely and successfully. Tax issues must be considered as 

well. Reserves on expected losses are no longer tax 

deductible to the corporation, and payments to the injured 

employee are considered taxable salary. The employer will 

not be able to provide certificates of insurance, and may be 

required to carry letters of credit. Stockholders must be 

alerted through footnotes to the financial statements, and 

cash flow becomes difficult to budget (Yung and Dickson, 

1990). 

Tailoring an AR Plan 

When planning a tailored AR program, the business must 

involve a consulting firm familiar with AR. Attorneys must 

also be carefully selected to help in the process. The 

attorney will help specifically in two ways: planning ahead 

for legal defenses, and reviewing corporate structure to 

make sure than assets are shielded to the greatest extent 

possible. Top-level management from all areas of the 

company will work with the consultant and attorney(s) to 

design a plan that best fits the corporation (Yung and 

Dickson, 1990). 

Program structure includes benefits and claims 

management. "Your benefits are limited only by your 

imagination" (Yung and Dickson, 1990). They should be 

generous. The corporation may honor all or some of the 

claims resulting from an employee violation of safety rules. 

The employer should honor legitimate claims only. 

Part of the benefits decision is to specify medical 

providers. Consultants should identify specialists who 

provide a high quality of reasonable medical care. Another 
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benefit concern is how to provide safety incentives. It is 

necessary to make divisions responsible for the accidents 

that occur in their area, and to reward divisions or 

individuals that maximize safety within their areas. Once 

the benefits are established, the method of communication 

and claims handling must be determined. 

The employer may hire a claims handling firm, or 

designate personnel within the corporation to do the 

service. "Incidents do not equate to claims" (Yung and 

Dickson, 1990), and claims philosophies must be clearly 

communicated to the decision makers in claims handling. The 

employer must promulgate procedures for work-related 

injuries which begin the second an incident occurs to the 

final disposition of a claim. An outside consultant should 

participate in the ongoing decision making concerning the 

payment of medical expenses and indemnity (wage benefits). 

Once the benefit and claims procedures are established, 

the corporation must carefully review all employment 

documents, including 

pre-employment documentation, all job 
descriptions, all ongoing training/documentation, 
all equipment maintenance procedures and all other 
policies and procedures relating to health and 
safety in the work environment. (Yung and Dickson, 
1990) 

These documents should be modified to reflect the AR 

program, with consideration of how the changes would sound 

in a courtroom. All references to we must be removed. 

Before announcing the program in financial statements 

or to the employees, the corporation should determine 

appropriate means of establishing loss reserves and select a 

means of employer indemnification. The corporate CPA should 

work with management, attorneys and outside consultants in 

these decisions. Loss reserves can range from current 

expensing when claims are paid to other highly formalized 

programs. The employer indemnification includes any 
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acceptable "means of offsetting part of the exposure, 

especially at upper levels of loss" (Yung and Dickson, 

1990). There is no non-subscriber indemnity plan that 

offers the "legal protections of a we policy" (Yung and 

Dickson, 1990}. A solid plan for loss reserves and 

employers indemnity will do much for stockholder and 

employee confidence when AR is announced. 

Announcing the AR Program 

The first step in announcing AR is to "disseminate all 

materials and information to the management staff" (Yung and 

Dickson, 1990}. The corporation, according to law, must 

publish an AR notification to its employees. Usually the 

employees should also receive a personal notification with 

their paycheck to be signed and returned as proof that they 

are aware of the corporate AR. Meetings should be held at 

every level, with as intimate groups as possible, to explain 

AR and its benefits in a very positive manner (Yung and 

Dickson, 1990}. 

Non-Subscriber Legal Cases 

Several cases have set principles for litigation in AR. 

Even though common law defenses are not available to the 

non-subscribing employer, the plaintiff must prove 

actionable negligence on the part of the employer. 

Some of the examples of decisions are as follows: 

Although non-subscribing employer loses 
common law defenses and may not offer evidence of 
plaintiff's contributory negligence, employer may 
offer testimony about standard of care used and 
measures taken to provide safe workplace. (Davis 
v. Snider Industries, 604 s.w. 2d 341, Tex. Civ. 
App.-Texarkana 1980, writ ref. n.r.e., Yung and 
Dickson, 1990} 

Although non-subscribing employer may not use 
contributory negligence of plaintiff as a defense, 
injured worker must still show that there was 
actionable negligence by employer or agent or 
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servant of employer. Negligence of worker that is 
sole proximate cause of injury will defeat 
recovery. (Texas Farm Products company v. Stock, 
657 s.w. 2d 494, Tex. App.-Tyler 1983, writ ref. 
n.r.e., Yung and Dickson, 1990) 

Employee of non-subscriber was entitled to 
recover for injuries sustained when she used an 
unsafe means of access into mobile home she was 
finishing. (Town & Country Mobile Homes, Inc. v. 
Bilyeu, 694 s.w. 2d 651, Tex. App.-Fort Worth 
1985, no writ, Yung and Dickson, 1990) 

Some cases on AR have proved negligence. In one case 

an employee handbook which was not updated said that we 
would be provided. The plaintiff got bad faith and wrongful 

termination, and an award of $975,000. In the same time 

period, another plaintiff was awarded non-subscriber 

negligence worth $70,000. The jury indicated anger that we 
had not been provided. 

A case where a non-subscriber created an unfavorable 

situation in the company awarded the plaintiff $14,910 plus 

prejudgment and postjudgment interest and attorney's fees on 

a case that originally had $2,743 in medical bills. 

Actual Case Study 

Choosing Act Rejection 

The information for the case study was provided by a 

firm which practiced under the condition that confidential

ity is maintained according to the identity of the client. 

The business in question has roughly 1,000 employees with a 

payroll of about $10 million. It is a nonmanufacturing 

entity, with a low average wage rate and a low expected 

injury rate. Its 1989-1990 actual audited premium of 

$392,710 had an experience modifier of 1.33. In 1990-1991, 

the only option available to the business was the residual 

market, at an estimate price of $1,226,087. The residual 

market price included a 95% assessment. 
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Exposure and savings 

Earnings are of extreme importance in survival of this 

firm. The corporation literally could not absorb the 

$833,377 difference between the premium in the residual 

market and the standard market. The risks of legal exposure 

of Act Rejection were less than the risk of insolvency in 

this case, and the cost of Act Rejection was internally 

estimated to be substantially less than $1,226,087. 

Employee Morale 

The corporation estimated that, with well-planned and 

positive communication, the effect of AR on employee morale 

could be good. This is possible because, under the we 
system, the typical employee is uninformed of his rights and 

obligations, and often believes that he must involve a 

lawyer to protect himself from the company, who he views as 

an adversary. Under AR, with well-planned and positive 

communication, a better informed employee who believes the 

employer is "on his side" was the aim. This eliminated 

automatic legal involvement and encouraged cooperation 

between the company and the employee. 

Corporate Philosophy 

The corporation reflects the attitude of the 

Commissioners on State Workmen's Compensation Laws: It is 

without exception a supporter of the basic principles of we. 
It believes the principles are right. It chooses to reject 

the act because present practice falls so short of 

justifying itself by meeting its objectives more 

economically than any other system of delivery of such 

benefits. 

Tailoring an Act Rejection Plan 

In order for any AR plan to be socially acceptable, it 

must fulfill the objectives intended in the we system. In 
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order for AR to be chosen by the corporation, it must be a 

potential financial savings over a traditional we plan. For 

it to have potential financial savings, it must fulfill the 

objectives intended in the we system, or it will collapse 

into expensive litigation. 

Again, to restate objectives, the AR plan must provide: 

1. Broad coverage. 

2. Substantial protection against interruption of 

income. This includes provision of medical and 

rehabilitation care. 

3. Incentives for optimal expenditures on accident 

prevention. This includes encouragement of 

safety. 

4. Allocation of costs to the sources of injuries. 

(This is related, but separate from, safety.) 

5. Provide optimal incentives to return to work. 

A last objective is set, one which allows the others to 

be reached: 

6. An effective system for delivery of benefits and 

services. 

With these things in mind, the corporation worked with 

a consultant and an experienced attorney. Benefits were 

established, medical providers were chosen, and safety 

incentives were formulated. Loss reserves were established 

and an excess retention plan was chosen. 

Employment documents were altered to reflect AR and the 

corporate philosophy concerning AR, and then the program was 

announced. The specifics of the program, according to its 

objectives, are as follows: 

Broad coverage. The AR plan covers the entire employee 

population, without exclusions, for work-related injury and 

work-related diseses. It is provided at the moment of 

employment. Under this AR plan, a claim can legally be 

denied or only partially remunerated if the injury was 

caused through the employee's fault. The performance of the 
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source (the business itself) is guaranteed through a letter 

of credit and excess retention insurance. It receives 

technical assistance through qualified consultants. 

Substantial protection against interruption of income, 

including provision of medical and rehabilitation care. 

Wage benefits are provided after an approved physician 

certifies that the employee is unable to return to full or 

partial duty. The employee is paid in full for the first 

five weeks for the average number of hours he works subject 

to standard withholdings. AR benefits are not tax free. 

After that, up to 104 weeks, the employee will receive 80% 

of the average number of hours he would have worked. If the 

employee is certified as able to return to light duty, wage 

benefits will be reduced by the number of hours he has been 

released to work, at the rate of the light duty wage. The 

benefits are not subject to minimum limits. There is a 

benefit maximum of $400/week, more than 50% higher than the 

statutory maximum 

There are additional cash settlements for partial and 

permanent disability, total and permanent disability and 

dismemberment. The cash settlements are based on a 

settlement table promulgated according to principles 

established in the we system, although the table has taken 

into consideration tax effects. Death benefits are paid to 

the decedent's family in a cash settlement based on the 

decedent's salary, and including a funeral expense 

allowance. 

If there is a lost time claim, the injured employee is 

contacted on a weekly basis by his supervisor to confirm 

that the required benefits are being received in a timely 

manner, as well as to express concern for the employee's 

well-being. 

Medical and Rehabilitation Benefits. All reasonable 

and necessary medical expenses from approved medical 

providers are paid up to 104 weeks. The expenses are 
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subject to periodic review. Physical therapy is 

specifically included in the benefits. Benefits are not 

terminated without agreeing opinions of two approved 

physicians. Light duty programs may fulfill the role of 

vocational rehabilitation--the employee is productive in any 

activity he is certifiably able. The business provides the 

training for those activities. 

The approved physicians list includes highly qualified 

local specialists in all fields of occupational health, 

located conveniently to the workplace. There is also a list 

of health care institutions located close to the business' 

location. If the employee chooses a physician outside of 

the approved list, the medical costs will be denied. 

Incentives for optimal expenditures on accident 

prevention, encouragement of safety. and allocation of costs 

to the sources of injuries. The Report of the National 

Commission on State Workmen's Compensation Laws states that 

for employers that self fund their benefits, the relation 

between benefits and costs are quite apparent. The monetary 

incentive and allocation of costs requires no further 

comment--it is in its purest form, limited only by the 

Excess Retention Insurance. Provision of preventative 

services comes through two avenues: the consultants and the 

business' management. 

Safety consulting is a recommended part of AR. This 

business participated in safety programs through the 

consultant. In addition, management awareness led to safety 

policy promulgation and enforcement. Under the we program, 

safety was an issue for the insurer to deal with, and the 

business paid premiums for the insurer to do just that. 

Managerial awareness and enforcement is evident in the 

increase in incidents reported that were previously ignored. 

Provide optimal incentives to return to work. An 

injured employee has several incentives to return to work. 

First, approved physicians will certify the employee for 
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light duty or complete return to work. If he refuses to 

return to light duty, his benefits will be terminated and he 

could be potentially terminated from employment. Light duty 

programs are made available for any activity the employee is 

able to perform. Second, wage benefits are reduced by a 

lower rate than the benefit rate after week six, which is a 

typical monetary incentive. Lastly, cash settlements are 

made as mentioned above. The employee will receive no more 

or less based on the amount of time lost on the claim. 

An effective system for delivery of benefits and 

services. There is obviously strong leadership with 

authority built into the corporate environment. The AR 

consultants could be considered to be the advisory 

committee. The functions of the various units are fulfilled 

as follows: 

1. Informational unit - When the business decided on 

AR, notification was posted according to state 

law. In addition, each employee received an 

individual notice in his paycheck, which he signed 

and returned to his supervisor. As each employee 

is hired, he signs a form stating that he is aware 

that the business is in AR. In employee 

orientation and training, a relatively extensive 

amount of time is spent making the employee aware 

of AR procedures, the employee's obligation, and 

the employer's obligations. 

2. Disability unit - The approved doctors were chosen 

for expertise in relevant fields. These health 

care professionals make judgment on extent of 

injury and degree of disability. If there is a 

dispute, a third health care professional is 

consulted. 

3. Disputes unit - A safety committee evaluates each 

incident for compensability. Within three working 

days of receiving the incident report, a verbal 
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acceptance or rejection of the incident is 

communicated to the employee. Employees' names 

are not mentioned, but the employee may, if he 

wishes, attend the safety committee meeting. If 

the employee is not satisfied with benefits, his 

immediate supervisor is his advocate. 

4. Statistical analysis unit -An incident report is 

made within 24 hours of occurrence. The report is 

sent to the Safety Manager, the Corporate Loss 

Prevention Director and the employee's personnel 

file. All incidents go through the safety 

committee as well. 

Compare Actual Act Rejection Costs 
with Estimated Workers' Compensation 
Costs: Annual Basis 

The cost of AR has several components (Table 1): 

1. Cost of benefits paid themselves; 

2. Cost of consultation; 

3. Cost of claims handling; 

4. Cost of lost availability of funds for letter of 

credit; 

5. Cost of letter of credit for excess retention 

policy; and 

6. Cost of Excess Retention Insurance. 

Comoare Chanae in Incidents Through 
Number and Cost of Claims 

Act Rejection claims do not overlap the we policy 

period, nor vice versa. There is no choice of program under 

which the claim may be filed. The percent of claims cost 

for income compensation in Act Rejection and Workers' 

compensation is roughly equal. However, the portion of 

claims cost dedicated to medical care is 57% higher under 

AR. In other words, more of a dollar spent in AR goes to 

actually caring for the injured employee rather than to 
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administration and litigation costs. No additional 

personnel were hired to administer AR, but 3% of the claims 

costs went toward litigation. Because administration and 

litigation costs are loaded into the we totals, those ratios 

are not available (Table 2). 

Fully Developed Loss Projections 

Fully Developed Loss Projections (FDLP) reflect the 

eventual total cost of the year's claims. we claims stay 

open about four years, AR stay open in this program about 

two years. The assumption is that as claims age, they 

become more costly. Total incurred losses (which include 

paid and reserved amounts on claims) are the base for the 

projection. The factors applied to the numbers have been 

developed from actual historical claims by a country-wide 

pure loss ratio of a major insurance company as of March 1, 

1990. They are overstated for AR because of the difference 

in time the claims will be open. However, because there are 

no historical AR claims to develop factors from, this is the 

closest available. In addition, an inflation factor has 

been applied to put the numbers on a comparable basis (Table 

3) • 

Compare Legal Involvement Under Act 
Rejection to Legal Involvement Under 
Workers• Compensation 

Act Rejection. There has been one case of suit papers 

being served under the AR program. The plaintiff has 

received benefits according to the plan, but requested pain 

and suffering, physical disfigurement, physical impairment, 

past and future mental anguish, pecuniary loss, past and 

future loss of earnings, reasonable medical damages, 

statutory damages, and pre- and post-judgment interest. The 

cash settlement offer from the defendant was $7,500, and the 
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counter-offer by the plaintiff was $10,000. At this time, 

the suit has yet to be settled. 

Workers' Compensation. The insurer, in this case Texas 

Assigned Risk Pool, does not generally release information 

on litigation, even to the employer. However, on the cases 

listed, the employer was informed of attorney involvement. 

These cases might represent an understatement. 

The total cost of the claims include previous, current, 

and reserved amounts. These amounts are not fully developed 

because if they do in fact go to litigation, the claim will 

close with settlement and will not develop. 

The Act Rejection plan reduced the number of suits from 

the previous year under Workers' Compensation, as well as 

reducing litigation costs. Although a corporation with a 

proven AR program would expect this type of savings to 

continue, the risk of unlimited litigation still exists in 

future years under AR. 
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Table 1. Dollar amounts attached to AR 

Benefits paid 
Consulting 
Claims handling 
Lost availability 
Letter of credit 
Excess Retention Insurance 

Total Cost of AR 

Estimated Costs of WC 
Total Costs of AR 

Annual Costs 

Cost of Avoidance of Risk 

$ 106,0461 

15, 0002 

1, 8003 

5, 0434 

2, 2505 

30,523 

$ 160,662 

$1, 2 2 6 , 0 8 76 

160.662 

$1,065,025 

1Fully developed loss projections for the AR year. 
Total incurred (paid and reserved) losses were $62,079. 

2Consulting both in tailoring the plan and safety 
consulting with a safety engineer. 

3This small amount is from a claims handling 
consultant. The business did not hire additional personnel, 
which is not usually advised, but in this case was 
successful. 

4The difference in the cost of borrowing $150,000 from 
their revolving line of credit and taking out a loan. 

5Excess Retention Insurance required a $150,000 line 
of credit, which was purchased at 1.5%. 

6Includes benefits paid, consulting, and claims 
handling. 
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Table 2. Comparison of incidents in AR and WC 

Total Number of Incidents Reported in AR 
Reports Due to Additional Safety Awareness 

Total Number of Actual AR Claims (1990-1991) 

Total Number of Incidents Reported in WC 
Reports Due to Additional Safety Awareness 

Total Number of Actual WC Claims (1989-1990) 

Total Number of Claims in AR period 
Total Number of Claims in WC policy period 

Total Reduction in Claims 

Total Cost of Claims in AR 
Total Cost of Claims 1n WC 

Total Savings of AR in Cost of Claims 

139 
____2& 

43 

63 
_Q 

63 

43 
63 

20 

$106,046 1 

469,572 2 

$363,5263 

1Fully developed loss projections for the AR year, 
including an inflation differential. Total incurred 
(paid and reserved) losses were $62,079. 

2Fully developed loss projections for the WC year, 
including an inflation differential. Total incurred 
(paid and reserved) losses were $281,053. 

3Total saving for total incurred losses would be 
$218,974. 
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Table 3. Development calculations 

Program Losses Development 

we $281,053 1.53 

AR $ 62,079 1.63 

Cost 
Index1 

1.092 

1.048 

FDLP 

$469,572 

$106,046 

1Consumer Price Index per u.s. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. 
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Table 4. Comparison of litigation in AR and We 

Total Number of Suits in AR 
Estimated Number of Suits in we 

Estimated Reduction in Suits 

Estimated Cost of Suits in AR 
Estimated Cost of Suits in we 

Estimated Savings of AR in Litigation 

Estimated Average Cost of Suits in AR 
Estimated Average Cost of Suits in we 
Estimated Savings of Average AR Suits 
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1 
.i 

3 

$10,000 
65,767 

$55,767 

$10,000 
16,441 

$ 6,441 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Workers• Compensation was introduced to eliminate 

costly litigation while still providing protection to an 

employee with a work-related injury or illness. The basic 

objectives for which it was introduced are still valid 

(broad coverage, income protection, provision of medical 

care, accident prevention and allocation of costs to the 

source of the accident, incentives to return to work, and 

effective delivery system), but the delivery system has not 

been efficient in fulfilling its objectives in recent years. 

Workers' Compensation is in crisis for many states, in 

spite of reform efforts. The benefits are not substantially 

increasing for most employees, yet rates are increasing at a 

pace some employers consider to be excessive. The common 

factors listed as reasons for the imbalance include medical 

costs, litigation costs and fraud, as well as the expansion 

of coverage to new areas such as mental stress. 

There are many ways to control costs while maintaining 

benefits under the we statute, such as cost management, 

medical case management, and legal cost containment, but 

these methods do not eliminate the need for system reform. 

Texas is also in a we crisis, in spite of Texas SB 1, a 

we reform act effective January 1, 1991. The bill has come 

under fire and is currently in appeal for a decision on its 

constitutionality. While reform efforts in Texas continue, 

many businesses have taken advantage of the voluntary nature 

of we in Texas and rejected the we act--usually for 

survival's sake. 

Irresponsibly handled, AR can be more costly than any 

we policy. However, a correctly administered plan that 

fulfills the objectives of we at least as well as the we 
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system can represent financial savings. The case study 

demonstrates such a plan. 

This AR program has been more efficient, as proved by 

the savings of implementing AR over purchasing the we 
program. 

For its effective population, AR provides equally as 

broad coverage as did we. 
In the first two years, AR provides better substantial 

protection against interruption of income. we provides a 

consistently lower proportion of income until after the 

first two years, but in the following two years only we 
provides income benefits. A comparison of the trade off 

must be made on a case by case basis, because most Texas we 
cases are settled in a lump sum, and do not extend to the 

potential life of the claim. AR provides better provision 

of medical care because AR medical care is limited based on 

case specifics, not time limits, dollar limits, or a lump 

sum settlement. 

AR has provided better incentives for optimal 

expenditures on accident prevention than we as measured both 

by the number of claims and cost of claims. The differences 

may be attributable to the safety and cost control measures 

taken. However, AR forced management to make these 

objectives a priority, otherwise the measures may never have 

been taken. Obviously, all costs of injuries have been 

allocated to the source. 

Stronger incentives for return to work exist in the AR 

program than we. Injured employees are more likely to 

return to the same employer due to strong efforts toward 

good relationships, close follow up, and safe return to work 

programs. Lastly, more equity within the system and an 

effective delivery, as evidenced by less number and cost of 

cases in litigation, can be assumed to be in place for the 

AR. 
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An overall conclusion that AR is a better choice than 

we subscription cannot be made. An indifferent AR program 

represents a return to pre we. However, this particular AR 

program was a more efficient decision than subscribing to 

we. It fulfilled the objectives at least as well as we. 

AR is a short-term solution. When Texas addresses its 

we crisis with effective measures, we coverage will become 

available at less prohibitive prices. As Texas' self 

insurance program comes closer to what other states allow, 

large employers will prefer the limited risk of self 

insurance. Even though the official Texas version of self 

insurance program may involve taxes and reporting costs that 

are not incurred under AR, corporations are likely to choose 

known additional costs to the risk of unknown, unlimited 

losses. 

This paper does not separate the savings that could 

have been achieved under we using traditional cost saving 

measures from the savings due to measures outside the we 

Act's scope. Given the lack of a Texas we market, and the 

uncertainty in Texas' regulatory environment, it would be of 

interest to know how much implementing traditional cost 

saving measures would have saved this employer in costs. It 

is possible that the Texas market will have to regain some 

stability in order for any traditional cost savings measures 

to have a significant effect. 

Another interesting aspect of an AR program that is not 

addressed is a measurement of the effectiveness of 

experience rating. ehelius and Smith state that if 

experience rating is perfect, the firm should pay for its 

own injury costs over time, and no more (ehelius and Smith, 

1987). AR should be as close to pure experience rating as 

is possible. (Experience rated firms with premiums below 

$1,000,000 have other considerations factored into the rate 

in addition to their own loss experience.) Burton et al. 

stated in 1972 that it is difficult to demonstrate the 
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effectiveness of experience rating on safety records (Burton 

et al., 1972), and in 1988 the Joint Select Committee on we 
Insurance in Texas still agreed. The difference between 

work-related incidents from one year to the next in the same 

AR program should give an idea of the extent to which 

experience rating carries incentives for optimal expenditure 

on accident prevention. 

we is now in crisis, and will be until substantial 

reform is effective. AR can be a viable alternative to we 
in the current environment. 
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